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ANNUAL REPORT
TOWN OF JAFFREY, N. H.
DIRECTORY OF TOWN OFFICIALS
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Howard 0. Williams, Chairman, Term Expires 197B
Alfred J. Christian " " 1977
Henry S. Gallup " " 1978
TOWN CLERK
Philip D. St, Pierre Term Expires 1978
TOWN TREASURER
Albert J, Morin, Term Expires 1978
TAX COLLECTOR
Raymond J. Desmarais Term Expires 1978
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Claire C. Moore Term Expires 1976
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Paul A . Leach Term Expires 197B
Donald K. Sawtelle, Asst . Engr.
Francis H. Bourgeois, " "
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Kenneth H. Ryan, Jr., Term Expires 197B
Theodore R.A. Lambert " " 1977
:Jeanne L. LaBrie " " 1978
Roy G. Stone, Chairman, " " 1979
Alfred P.Sawyer " " 1980
Henry S. Gallup, Selectman Member
'I' Appointed to succeed William V! . Torrey
SUPERVISORS OF CHE CKLIST
Raymond J, Desmarais Term Expires 1976
Myrtle J. Hazleton " " 1978
Michael K. Reddy " " 1980
MODERATOR
Homer J. Forcier Term Expires 1976
JAFFREY DISTRICT COURT
Bernard J. Hampsey, Jr. , Justice
William H. West Special Justice
Raymond J. Desmarais Clerk of Court
Leslie G. Coffin, Jr., Bail Commissioner
Raymond J . Desmarais " "
Paul J. St. Pierre " "
DOG CONSTABLE
Paul J. St. Pierre Term Expires 1976
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Directory of Town Off ici als [Cont'd]
JAFFREY POLICE DEPARTMENT
Arthur H. Rivard
Gary 0. Croteau .
William E. O'Neil
Jon C . Polosky . . .
Kevin P. Rivard .





Sergeant Special Police Offi
John A. LaFreniere, Sr,
Francis R. Chamberlain
Joseph P . Diab
Joseph A. LaFreniere . ,
Francis T. Lambert, Sr.
Ronald B. Nason, Sr . , .
Edith A. Peard Pn i i r^= k/ +-^. . . „ ro ce MatronPatricia A. Sasner „ „
JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Term ExpiresHelen B. Krause, Chairman
Marion Mack Johnson
Albert J. Morin, Treasurer
Charles H. Hamilton
Betty E. Sawyer, Secretary
Narqaret Priest Librarian










TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
John A . Day
Pauline J. Oesterlin,
Donald McSkimmon . . . .
Term Expires
3ookkeeper




































George A . Sirois Philip D. St. Pierre, Reg
PLANNING BOARD
Joseph J. Crocker, Chairman Term Expires 1976
Edward J. Shea, Secretary " " 1977
H. Charles Royce " " 1978
-Daniel T. Griffin " " 1979
B. Leonard Krause " " 1980
F. James Butler. . " " 1981
Replace Atty Fraricis X. Cjuinian
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Directory of To wn Officials ; [Continued]
COMMISSIONERS FOR HUMI5T0N PARK
Francis L. LaFreniere Term Expires 1976
Joseph T. Griffin " " 1978
ALICE VJ. POOLE FUND TRUSTEES
Vernon J. Bean Claire C. Moore B. Leonard Krause
Juliette T. DeGrandpre Georgia L. Eaves
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Richard P. Sawyer • . . . Term Expires 197B
Charlotte I. Duval " " 1977
Thomas D . Duval " " 1 97S
Richard J. Stone, Chairman " " 1979
Marc P. Tieger " " 1980
V Also serves as Airpark Zoning Board of Adjustment.
FOREST FIRE WARDENS
Paul A . Leach Warden
Francis E. Devlin Assistant Warden
Philip C. Tremblay «-'• "
Samuel LaFreniere " "
HIST ORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Frederif-k H. Smith Francis X. Quinlan
B. Leonard Krause William W. Torrey
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Randy 1 P. Cournoyer, Jr., Chairman Paul J. St. Pierre
Gerald A. DeGrandpre Andre P. Gagnon
Henry S. Gallup, Selectman Member
JAFFREY MUNICIPAL AIRPARK
Harvey N . Sawyer Manager
J. Walter Pratt Spec. Police Airpark
Harvey N . Sawyer " " "
REPRESENTATIVES TO GENERAL COURT
Wi Ifred W . Cournoyer Term Expires 1 976
Anne B . Gordon " " 1 976
TOWN COUNSEL
Atty. Francis X. Quinlan
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
TO: The Inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County
of Cheshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Pratt Auditorium
of the Jaffrey-Rindge Middle School, located on Stratton Road
in said Town of Jaffrey at seven o'clock in the afternoon on
Tuesday, the 2nd day of March next, [polls to be open from
9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.] to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose the following Town Officers:
One Selectman for three years,
One Overseer of Public Welfare for one year,
One Chief Engineer of Fire Dept . for one year.
One Water Commissioner for three years.
One Humiston Park Commissioner for three years.
2. To hear all reports except that of the Budget
Committee
.
3. To hear the report of the Budget Committee, and to
raise and appropriate such sums of money as may be required
for the support of the Poor, building and repairing of highways
and bridges, fire and police departments. Memorial Day, Street
and building lighting and all other town charges
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
and Town Treasurer to borrow money upon the credit of the Town ir
anticipation of taxes.
5. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions
of Chapter 7B:15A and 7B:15B, N.H. Revised Statutes Annotated,
relative to semi-annual collection of taxes.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
a sum of money not to exceed $500.00 for the purpose of making
repairs to the Jaffrey Public Library roof, or act in any way
relating thereto
7. To see if the Town will will vote to raise and approp-
riate a sum of money not to exceed $12,700.00 to be added to
the amountof money now held in escrow for the purpose of con-
tinuing the present re-evaluation of the Town now being conductec
or act in any way relating thereto.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
a sum of money not to exceed $1,500.00 for the use of the
Jaffrey Bicentennial Committee for the purpose of defraying
expenses that may be incurred by the Committee, during the
Bicentennial Week Celebration to be held in 1976, and that
any revenue derived therefrom will revert back to the Town
of Jaffrey General Fund, or act in any way relating thereto.
9. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve fund in the amount of $57,000.00, with an annual
amount of $10,000.00 to be budgeted annually for the next
five years, said Fund to be established for the purpose of
-A-
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Town Meeting V-Jarrani: [Continued]
trurchase of the Silver Ranch Airnark property, as voted on
at the 1960 Annual Town Meeting, said purchase of property
must be made on or before January 1, 1981, or act in any
way relating thereto.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and aDpropriat
an amount not to exceed $6,000.00 for the purpose of the
reconstruction of a portion of Old Peterborough Road, or act
in any way relating thereto.
11
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate a sum of money not to exceed $20,000.00, and to request
any matching funds that might be available from the State of
N.H. , for the reconstruction of two [2] bridges on that
portion of Old Peterborough Road as requested for in
Article 10, or act in any way relating thereto.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen of Jaiffhey to set up an annual licensing fee,
based on a per load basis, for any commercial hauler using
the Town of Jaffrey Landfill facilities, or act in any way
relating thereto.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriat
the sum of $2,472.00 for continuing support of the Monadnock
Family and Mental Health Service, or act in any way relating
thereto. [BY PETITION].
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate a sum of money not to exceed $21 ,500.00 for the purpose o
illuminating the baseball field at Humiston Park, or act in
any way relating thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate^
the sum of $1,817 00 in support of the Monadnock RegionAssoc.
act in any way relating thereto.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise a sum of moneyi
not to exceed $1,000.00 for the purpose of constructing a
paved sidewalk on Main Street, beginning at a point opposite
St. Patrick's Church covering an approximate distance of
about 150 yards, allowing a completion of the now existing
sidewalk, or act in any way relating thereto. [BY PETITION]
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropr iati?
a sum of money not to exceed $2,000.00 for the purpose of
correcting the drainage problem existing on Cross Street, or
act in any way relating thereto.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriati
the sum of $150.00 for White Pine Blister Control for 1976,
as authorized under N.H. RSA 223.
i
19. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Select-
men of the Town to keep the dump open daily from 8:00 A.M.
to 5:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, on a six days per week
basis, and said hours to be effective upon passage.
[BY PETITION] [BY BALLOT]. I
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20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $3,500.00 to implement the provisions of
Article 19, if carried, or act in any way relating thereto.
21
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the the sum of $708.00 in support of the operating
cost of Cheshire Hospital for the year 197S.
22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell real estate acquired by the Town by Tax
Collector's geed, or act in any way relating thereto.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropr-
iate a sum of money not to exceed $3,000.00 for the purpose
of continuing the improvements at Humiston Field; said
improvements now being done under and in conjunction with
supervision of the Jaffrey Lions Club and other civic
organizations, or act in any way relating thereto.
24. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions
of an act of the General Court of 1975, transferring the
supervision and operation of the Jaffrey Water Works to the
Town of Jaffrey. [BY BALDT].
25. To see if the Town of Jaffrey will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,201 .00 to support the Monadnock
Community Visiting Nurse Association, Inc., for 197B, or
act in any way relating thereto.
26. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue that
portion of St. Jean Street, beginning at a point northerly
from the existing boundary line and extending southerly
along a line separating the Philip C. and Louise P. Tremblay
and the Homer L. Christian properties along an extended line
now defining a sewer easement, in a westerly direction to
to the existing stone wall bordering land of the Jaffwood
Corporation, an area of approximately 150 feet in length
and 40 feet in width, or act in any way relating thereto.
27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to exoend from the Revenue Sharing Account a sum
of money not to exceed $33,150.00 for the purpose of purchasing
the following equipment for use of the town departments as
indicated below:
Fire Department Equipment $ 9,150.00
Highway Department Dump Truck 17,000.00
Highway Department Pickup Truck 7 , OOP . 00
$ 33,150.00
2B . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
a sum of money not to exceed $12,500.00 for salary and adminis-
tration expenses for a full-time professional Recreation
Director for the purpose of coordinating the recreational
facilities of the Town of Jaffrey, or act in any way
relating thereto.
29. To see if the Town will vote to establish a seven
member Recreation Eommittee, that would be empowered to hire
-C-
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a professional Recreation Director and to supervise a
town-wide year-round recreation program administered by
said Director. The Committee would be composed of one [l]
mamber each chosen by and representing the Board of Select-
men, the Humiston Park Commissioners and the Jaf f rey-Rindge
School Board, and four [4] members from the community
appointed by the Selectmen the first year, and thereafter
elected by Town Meeting for a term of years, and to discon-
tinue the present practice of electing the Humiston Park
Commissioners
.
30. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
procosed Animal Control Ordinance. [BY BLLLOT].
31
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and approp-
riate a sum of money not to exceed $1,500.00 for the purpose
of electrifying the two town clocks owned by the Town of
Jaffrey, or act in any way relating thereto.
32. To see if the Town will vote to sell and convey a
certain tract of land situated in the said Town of Jaffrey,
containing one acre more or less, to Archie L. Coil, Jr.
,
being located on the easterly side of the Old Sharon Road,
and the westerly boundary of land of Archie Coll, Jr., for
the sum of $1,600.00; and to authorize the Selectmen of
Jaffrey to execute and deliver a deed in behalf of the
Town conveying the real estate to Archie Coll, Jr. , and the
signature of such Selectmen shall be conclusive evidence
that such deed so executed is within the authority conferred
by this vote. The above land to be conveyed shall not be
used for residential purposes.
33. To take up any other business that may be properly
be brought before the meeting.
Given under our hands and the seal of the Town of












REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
The time has arrived for the Selectmen of Jaffrey to make
an accounting of their stewardship of the Town of Jaffrey for
the year ending December 31, 1975.
Budget . As most of you are well aware, last year was one
of the most difficult economic conditions we all faced for some
time. As a result, your Budget Committee proposed an extremely
restrictive budget consisting of an increase of 5% above the
previous year's budget,, this small increase in the face of the
double digit inflation. Because of this, we had a monthly
recapitulation of all department accounts. Even with all this
accountability, we still could not avoid overdrafting some
accounts; however, the local impact was only 1.3% over the
projected budget.
This year, and in future years, each department head will
be required to have a much more detailed budget structure, and
in this way we will have a more realistic projection for our
Fiscal needs.
Town Recreation . At the last Town Meeting, an appropria-
tion of $B , GOO . 00 was made for the improvement of the skating
rink et Humiston Field. Throughout the Summer and Fall, many
volunteers, and local civic organizations, under the direction
of Philip A. Tremblay, did an outstanding job developing, not
only a much larger rink, but also re-established a play area
with new equipment and completely enclosed the park with a
chain-link fence. In. the final report presented to us by Mr.
"^remblay, he stated the total cost of the work done this year
was approximately $5,200.00, but, if it were not for all the
voluntary help and contributions made by various organizations,
the cost figure for what was accomplished would have been closer
to $26,000.00. This proves again that community spirit is by
far a town's most important asset.
Jaffrey Landfill . As of July 1, 1975, the Town of Jaffrey
changed its former Dump operation to a Sanitary Landfill. Be-
cause of the tight budget, and because the Town of Rindge voted
not to participate with us last year, a large over-run was
anticipated. For these reasons, your Selectmen had to take
drastic action to reduce the open hours of the facility.
We knew that this action would cause inconvenience to
some people, but we felt out fiscal responsibility demanded
this action. Now, as of the first of the year, the hours have
been extended and we felt we have a workable arrangement at
this time.
Police Communications . An article in last year's warrant
to appropriate $1,500.00 to improve police comm jnicat ions was
passed with the idea to place a telephone link directly to
our cruisers and keep the link private with the aid of
"scrambled devises". Further study proved this system to be
more costly than our original estimates, so an alternative
was accomplished. This consisted of a telephone link with the
^Cheshire County Police Dispatcher.
This link allows the two officers on duty to do their
regular patrol and yet have instant communication with any
-1-
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incomina telephone call. With the remaining balance, monitor
were purchased For the Chief and every regular officer. The
advantage of these units is obvious.
Re-evaluat ion . The Town of Jaffrey is in the process of
completing a re-evaluation. The last re-evaluation took plac
ten years ago and since then the town has undergone much chian
Your Selectmen are confident that this reevaluation will
produce a much more equitable base to generate the necessary
revenue to properly administrate the business of the town.
At this time, we, the Board of Selectmen of Jaffrey,
wish to take this opportunity to express our sincere
appreciation for all the cooperation, ciriticism, both
favorable and unfavorable, and all assistance given us in








ABSTRACT OF TOWN MEETING
March 4, 1975
The Annual Town Meeting of the Town of Jaffrey was held on
Tuesday March 4, 1975 at the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium, Conant
High School in said Town of Jaffrey. Homer J. Forcier, Moderator
conducted the meeting.
Art. 1. Election of Town Officers . Voted on by ballot. The
results of said ballot listed below:
School District Officers
Moderator (1 year) Homer J. Forcier
School Board (3 Years) Sylvia Hamilton
Betty Jane Royce
Town of Jaffrey Officers
Selectman (3 Years) Henry S. Gallup
Selectman (2 years) Alfred J Christian
Town Clerk (3 Years) Philip D. St. Pierre
Town Treasurer (3 Years) Alfred J. Morin
Tax Collector (3 Years) Raymond J. Desmarais
Overseer of Public Welfare (1 Year) Claire Moore
Chief Engineer, Fire Department
(1 Year) Paul Leach
Humiston Park Commissioner (3 Year) Joseph Griffin
Water Commissioner (3 Years) George Sirois
Trustee of Trust Funds (3 Years)... Donald McSkimmon




Moved: "That all reports except that of the Budget Committee be
accepted as read."
Motion - CARRIED -
Art. 3. Report of the Budgett Committee.
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $563,250.00
for current expenditures for the year 1975, but apply the
revenue which are forthcoming from all sources to the gross
appropriations when computing the tax rate for 1975."
Motion - CARRIED
Art. 4. Borrowing Money in Anticipation of Taxes.
Moved! "That the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen and Town
Treasurer to borrow money upon the credit of the Town in
anticipation of taxes."
Motion - CARRIED
Art. 5. Business Portion of Town Meetings be Conducted in the
Evening .
ANNUAL REPORT
Moved: 'That the business portion of future Town Meetings be conduct-
ed in the evenings so that the voters in future years meet
at 7:00 P.M. on Town Meeting day to take up the Town Warrant
and other business, but that the polls remain open from
9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. for the election of town officials
and other candidates; and that the Town Meeting of 1976
and other business be transacted in the evenings."
(By Petition) (By ballot)
Motion - CARRIED (yes - 526 No - 266)
Art. 6. Leased Housing Program.
Moved: "That the Selectmen authorize the New Hampshire Housing
Commission to operate a leased housing program in the Town
of Jaffrey, N.H. according to the provisions of Chapter
204A of the New Hampshire revised statutes annotated and
the provisions of section 8 of the United States Housing
Act of 1937, as amended to locality. That said New Hampshire
Housing Commission is authorized to sponser a project to
lease any of the following dwelling accommodations or a
combination thereof: (A) existing standard housing: (B)
rehabilitated housing: (C) newly constructed housing. The
total amount of the foregoing not to exceed 40 units."
Motion - CARRIED
Art. 7. Soil Survey Map.
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the amount of
$6,000.00 for an accelerated soil survey map; this amount
to be raised over a period of three years, by appropriating
$2,000.00 per year to the Capitol Reserve Funds, as the
soil survey will not be completed until 1977."
Motion - CARRIED
Art. 8. Land Use Ordinance.
Moved: "Are you in favor of the adoption of the Land Use Ordinance
as proposed by the Planning Board." (By Ballot)
Art. CARRIED (Yes-401 No-333)
Art. 9. Wetland Conservation District.
Moved: "Are you in favor of the Wetland Conservation District
as proposed by the Planning Board."
Art. CARRIED (Ygs-458 No-260)
Art. 10. To Sell a Tract of Land to Archie Co ll Jr.
Moved: "That the Town vote to sell and convey a tract of land sit-
uated in Jaffrey containing one acre more or less, to
Archie Coll, Jr. being located on the Easterly side of
the Old Sharon Road, and the Westerly boundary of land
of Archie Coll, Jr., and including the discontinued Old
Sharon Road for a sum of $2300.00, and to authorize the
-A-
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Selectmen to execute and deliver a deed in behalf of the
Town conveying the real estate to Archie L. Coll, Jr.
and the signature of such selectmen shall be conclusive
evidence that such deed so executed is within the authority
conferred by this vote. The above land shall not be used
for residential purposes."
Motion: - NOT CARRIED
Art. 11. $708.00 in Support of Cheshire Hospital.
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$708 oOO in support of the operating cost of the Cheshire
Hospital."
Motion - CARRIED
Art. 12. $A448.00 in Support of the Monadnock Visiting Nurses
Association, Inc.
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4448.00 to support the services of the Monadnock Visit-
ing Nurses Association, Inc. This request for financial
support is based on $1.10 per capita basis."
Motion - CARRIED
Art. 13. $500.00 in Support of the Monadnock Christian
Nursing Home^^
Moved; "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of




Art. 14. $2472.00 in Support of the Monadnock Family and
Mental Health Service.
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2472.00 in support of the Monadnock Family and Mental
Health Service, this request is based on a .50 cent per
capita basis."
Motion - CARRIED
Art. 15. Highwa}^ Department Equipment, Salt Shed and Town
Office Building Renovations.
Moved; "That the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend
from the Revenue Sharing Funds now on hand, and amount
not to exceed $50,935.65 for the following purposes:
Loader for Highway Dept. (trade-in) $26,000.00
Truck for Highway Dept. (trade-in) 15,000.00
Overdraft Fire Truck (1974) 2,738.65
Salt Shed 2,200.00




Proposed Amendment to Art. 15:
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
expend from the Revenue Sharing Funds now on hand, an amount
not to exceed $26,367.83 for the reduction of the tax rate
and an amount not to exceed $26,367.82 for highway depart-
ment equipment. Fire Department Overdraft, and renovations
to the Town Office Building."
Amendment - NOT CARRIED
Art. 15. Motion - CARRIED
Art. 16. $1,817.00 in Support of the Monadnock Region Assoc-
iation.
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,817.00 in support of the Monadnock Region Association."
Motion - CARRIED
Art. 17. $10,000.00 For the Purpose of Securing a Full-time
Recreational Director.
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 for the purpose of securing a full-time
Recreational Director for the purpose of coordinating
the recreation facilities of the Town of Jaffrey; and
further, to establish a Town Recreation Commission to be
composed of one Selectman or their representative, one
school board member or their representative, and one
member at large to plan a recreation program for the Town
of Jaffrey in cooperation with the Recreational Director.
Said commission to serve in the capacity for one year.
The member at large to be appointed ath the discretion
of the Board of Selectman and School Board of the Town
of Jaffrey."
Amendment to Art. 17:
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to appoint no less than three nor more than seven to serve
as a Recreation Committee to organize and coordinate
activities in the Town of Jaffrey and bring to Town Meet-
ing 1976 recommendations to the townspeople of Jaffrey
regarding organized recreation for the people of Jaffrey."
The Moderator explained that if the amendment passed it
would supercede the original Article 17.
Amendment -CARRIED
Art. 18. $5,000.00 for a Fence Around the Baptist Cemetery.
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for the purpose of covering the cost of a chain
link fence around the Baptist Cemetery already installed.
Which fence was installed as an emergency measure to
protect the Baptist Cemetery against further vandalism."
-F-
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Amendment to Art. 18:
"Move that the sum of $5,000.00 for the purpose of payment
of the chain link fence around the Baptist Cemetery be
paid by Revenue Sharing Funds."
Motion - CARRIED AS AMENDED
Art. 19. Sell and Convey a Tract of Land to Margiorino S.
a^nd Lorraine M. Ascani.
Moved: "That the Town vote to sell and convey a tract of land,
approximately 6900 square feet now owned by the Town and
being a part of the Baptist Cemetery and abutting land
of Margiorine S and Lorraine M, Ascani, to the said Mar-
giorino S. Ascani and Lorraine M. Ascani for a sum of
$300.00, and to authorize the Selectmen to execute and
deliver a deed in behalf of the Town conveying the real
estate to Margiorine S. and Lorraine M. Ascani, and the
signature of such Selectmen shall be conclusive evidence
that such deed so executed is within the authority
conferred by this vote."
Motion - CARRIED
Art. 20. $1,500.00 to Establish Direct Telephone Communications
from Station to Cruiser.
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sijim of
$1,500.00 to establish a direct telephone communications
system from station to cruiser."
Motion - CARRIED
Art . 21 . OthCT Business .
The following resolutions were offered:
"Be it resolved that voters at this Town Meeting request that
the Selectmen of Jaffrey look into the feasibility of adopt-
ion of an optional fiscal year; in accordance with New
Hampshire laws RSA Chapter 31:9AA through 31:94E and insert
in the 1976 Town Warrant an article so that the voters may
adopt said optional fiscal year. If upon the Selectmens
investigation they find this chapter ci laws are benificial
to the Town of Jaffrey."
Resoluation - ADOPTED
"Whereas; Evelyn H. Ruffle had served the Town of Jaffrey as
Librarian for a period of thirty-two years: and
Whereas: the said Evelyn H. Ruffle dedicated this thirty-
two years of generous service to the betterment and improve-
ment of the Jaffrey Public Library;
Be it resolved: That the Town Meeting of March 4, 1975,
go on record as officially recognizing this dedication of duty
by officially expressing the Town's gratitude to her for
this service;
Be it further Resolved: That a copy of this resolution be
-7-
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placed in the official records of the Town of Jaffrey and a
copy sent to Evelyn H. Ruffle."
Resolution - ADOPTED
"Be it Resolved: That the Jaffrey Town Meeting stand in one
moment of silence in memory of the following eight leading
citizens who passed away during 1974: Karl J Boutwell,
Robert F. Bunce, George W, Gordon, Robert M. Grummon,
Roscoe A. Sawyer, Marion G. Symonds, Dr. Franklin W. Sterling,
and William D. Tribble.
We have suffered a tremendous loss but can be thankful for
the years each one gave so much to make Jaffrey a better
town to live in."
Resolution - ADOPTED and actad upon.
There being no further business, the meeting recessed at
12:20 P.M. with the polls remaining open until 6:00 P.M.
Philip D. St. Pierre
Town Clerk, Jaffrey, N.H.
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
For the year Jan. 1, 1975 to Dec. 31, 1975









MALE 11 $ 1.00 $ 11.00









Remitted to Town Treasurer $ 20.40


















Remitted to Town Treasurer
1975 FILING FEES
1975 Filing Fees Received
Remitted to Town Treasurer
1975 BUILDING PERMITS
1975 Building Permits Issued;
46 Q $2.00






165 @ 2.00 330.00
3 (a 1.00 3.00
2 (3 20.00 40.00
1 Q 25.00 25.00













Issued:- 342261 345170 345382-345400 873611-873660 878386-878421
107 $980.19
Numbers Voided 873626 873629 873637 873638 873648
Remitted to Town Treasurer $980.19
1975 AUTO PERMITS
3401 $56599.51
Remitted to Town Treasurer $56599.51
Numbers Voided:
172403 172419 172541 172566 172577 172584 172703
172752 172798 172830 172916 173023 173087 173088
173098 173123 173124 173166 173302 173330 173348
173373 173381 173389 173412 173496 173517 173545
173546 173571 173629 173641 173657 173686 173670
173687 173763 173803 173811 173880 173884 173885
173910 173940 174056 174097 174103 174104 174189
174194 174278 174326 174391 174392 174394 174422
174423 174453 174522 174564 174585 174597 174600
174614 174683 174782 174864 174933 174934 174935
175003 175087 175217 175237 175252 175230 175265
175277 175313 175316 175334 175356 175403 175430
175447 175448 175473 175481 175503 175533 175545
175557 175572 175580 175586 175592 175598 175604
175605 175627 175644 175655 175656 175660 175676
175678 175698 175709 175723 175740 175748 175779
175794 175824 175843 175846 175847 175869 175873
175877 175964 175974 175981 175997 175999 176029
176082 176113 176123 176124 176135 176143 176182
176187 176291 176303 176352 176354 176421 176430
176435 176492 176496 176529 176503 176540 176546
176563 176568 176580 176586
PHILIP D. ST. PIERRE
Town Clerk, Jaffrey, N.H.
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ABSTRACT OF SPECIAL ELECTION
September 16, 1975
A special Election was held on Tuesday, September 16, 1975 at
Pratt Auditorium, Conant High School in the Town of Jaffrey, N.H.
Homer J. Forcier, Moderator, conducted the meeting.
1. For filling the vacancy to the office of United States Senator
from the State of New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions
RSA 39:2.
Results: John A. Durkin (D) - 643
Louis C. Wyman (R) - 626
2. Are you in favor of the town participating in the National
Flood Insurance Program through the adoption of the following
resolation: (By Ballot)
"Whereas, the Town of Jaffrey has adopted and is inforcing a Land
Use Plan, Zoning Ordinances, A Wetland Conservation District and
Rules and Regulations to Control Sub-Division, and
Whereas; Sections II, VIII, 0, VII respectively, of the afore-
said prohibits any person, firm or corporation from erecting,
constructing, enlarging, altering, repairing, improving, moving
or demolishing any building or structure without first obtaining
a separate fuilding permit for each building or structure from
the Board of Selectmen and the Planning Board, and
Whereas, the Board of Selectmen and the Planning Board must
examine all plans and specifications for the proposed construc-
tion when application is made to them for a building permit.
Now Therefore, Be it Resolved by the Inhabitants of the Town of
Jaffrey at a special Town Meeting as follows:
1. That the Selectmen of the Town of Jaffrey shall review all
building permit applications for new construction or substantial
improvements to determine whether proposed building sites will
be reasonably safe from flooding. If a proposed building site
is in a location that has a flood hazard, any proposed new
construction or substantial improvement (including prefabricated
and mobile homes) must (i) be designed (or modified) and anchor-
ed to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral .movement of
the structure, (ii) use construction materials and utility equip-
that are resistant to flood damage, and (iii) use construction
methods and practices that will minimize flood damage; and
2. That the Planning Board shall review sub-division proposals
and other proposed new developments to assure that (i) all
such proposals are consistant with the need to minimize flood
damage, (ii) all public utilities and facilities, such as sewer,
gas, electrical, and water systems are located, elevated, and
constructed to minimize or eliminate flood damage, and (iii)
adequate drainage is provided so as to reduce exposure to
flood hazairds; and
3. That the Board of Selectmen shall require new or replacement
water supply systems and/or sanitary sewage systems to be
-11-
ANNUAL REPORT
designed to minimize infiltration of flood waters into the
systems and discharge from the systems into flood waters; and
require on-site waste disposal systems to be located so as
to avoid imparement of them or contamination from them
during flooding."
Resolution - ADOPTED (YES - 795 NO - 340 BLANK - 118)
The meeting was adjourned at 7:30 P.M.
Philip D. St. Pierre
Town Clerk, Jaffrey, N.H.
-12-
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Payt . on Bends
Int. " "




































































































































































Int. S Div. Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Meals S Rooms Tax





Reimbs. State owned Land




Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Interest on Taxes
Withdrawals Capt. Res.
Income - District Court









TOTAL REVENUE FROM ALL
SOURCES EXCEPT PROPERTY
TAXES




























































363936 00 458116 02 413587 2Ei
195314 00 220011 54 260293 7E!
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TOWN OF JAFFREY, N.




This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete to
the best of our knowledge and belief.








Cash in Bank December 31, 1975 $ 71,148.17
Deposited after Close of year Gg , gg9.49
Captital Reserve Funds 17,953.87
Revenue Sharing Fund 43,127.32
Air Compressor Fund 355 .43
Accounts Due Town ;
Due from State;
Sewer Allocation Grant C-2 21,903.00
" " " C-32 30,418.00
1975 Bal. due from Sewer Fund 2,400.54
Rev. Shar. Fund [Cem. Fence] 5,000.00
" " •' [Salt Shed] 2,200.00
Unredeemed Taxes ;
Levy of 1974 8,965.68
Levy of 1973 1,936.34
Previous Years 196. 56
Uncollected Taxes ;
Levy of 1975Clncl. Res. Taxes] 129,390.25
Levy of 1974 1,570.19
Levy of 1973 , 1,537.10
Previous Years 1 ,032 .43
Total Assets
Current Deficit
Current Deficit, Dec. 31, 1974
Current Deficit, Dec. 31, 1975






Reimb. due Rev. Sharing Fund
State of NH Bond S Debt Retire.




























Property Taxes - 1975
Resident Taxes - 1975
National Bank Stock Taxes 1975
Yield Taxes - 1975
Total Current Year's Taxes
Collected and Remitted
Prop. S Yield Taxes prev . years
Resident Taxes previous years








Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Reimbs. State owned Lands
Sewer Allocation Grants
Fire Warden Meeting Reimbs.
Gas Tax Refund
OAA Recovery
Meals S Rooms Tax
Reimbs. bus. proF . tax




Motor Vehicle Permits - 1974


































Income - Fire Department
Cemeteries
Trust Funds
Withdrawals Capt . Res. Funds
Police Cruiser Sale
Revenue Sharing Account
Treas, US, Sewer Grant
Highway Department Income
Police " "
Library - Reimbs. Salaries
Sale of Town Histories













































































Parks S Commons, Maintenance








Taxes Bought by Town
Discounts, Refunds, Etc.
Retirement S Social Security










Highway Dept . Equipment
Police Cruiser
Capt . Reserve Funds
State of NH, Bond S Debt Retirement
County Taxes
Conant Indigent Fund Trustees
Rindge, NH Taxes
J-R Coop. School District - 74-75
" " " " - 75-78
Tota]. Payments for al 1 Purposes . . .
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1975 ...
Should equal this Grand Total
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Schedule oF Lone Term Indebtedness:
Bonds Outstanding :
First National Bank oF Boston
N. E. Merchants National Bank
First National Bank oF Boston
N. E. Merchants National Bank










Reconci lat ion oF Lono Term Indebtedness
Outstanding Long Term Indenbteness
as oF December 31, 1974
Faid on Indebtedness to December 31, 1975
Balance due on indebtedness December 31 , 1975
Schedule oF Town Pronerty
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
" " Furniture S Equipment
Library, Land and Building
" Furniture and Equipment
Police Department Equipment
Fire Derartment, Land and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Land and Buildings
" " Equipment
" " Materials and Supplies
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds
Water Supply Facilities
Sewerage Treatement Plant and Facilities




Old Meeting House and Commons
" " " Equipment































For the year ending Dec. 31, 1975
CASH IN BANK, December 31, 1974 $ 126,612.63
RECEIPTS to December 31, 1975 2,340,933 . 57
$2,467,546.20
EXPENDITURES to December 31, 1975 2,351 , 5BB . 02
BANK BALANCE December 31, 1975 $ 115,978.18
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS FOR 1975 ;
Treasurer of the United States ;
Reimburssment for Sewer Prefinancing $ 5 , 500 . 00
5,500.00
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire ;
1975 Highway Subsidy Funds 25,196.56
1975 Gas Tax Refund [Highway] 1,829.25
" " " " [Police] 299.88
Recovery Did Age Assistance 21.99
Sewer Grant Allocation for 1975;
C-2 Sewer Project 6,283.00
C-32 " " 3,601.00
C-70 " " 21 ,216.00
Police School Reimbursement 900.00
Fire Wardens Meeting Reimbursement 16.00
1975 Bus. S Profits Tax 136,574.80
Reimbs. T.R.A. Accerlated Program 12,877.56
1975 Savings Bank Tax 8,591.70
1975 Interest S Dividends Tax 116,113.53
Probation Department Refund 76.14
T.R.A. Payroll Reimbursement 5,661.49
" " Equipt. " 955.30
1975 Rooms S Meal Tax 24,809.85
Loss of Taxes on State Owned Land 308 . 08
365,332.13
Philip D. St. Pierre, Town Clerk ;
1974 Auto 'permits 980.30
1975 " " 55,619.21
1975 Building Permits 100.00
1975 Filing Fees 21.00
Sale of Town Maps 14.50
1975 Dog Licenses 934.20
Explosives Permits 4.00
Use of copy machine 53 . 25
57.696.46
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector ;
1975 Resident Taxes ~ $ 15,440.00
1975 " " Penalties 100.00
1975 Property Taxes 898,518.77
1975 Bank Stock Taxes 2,008.75
1975 Timber Tax Yield 2,B02.BS
1975 Adjustment ^^'^ • ^^
918,911 .66
1974 Adjustment 4.41
1974 Property Taxes 114,863.54
1974 " " Interest 4,666.40
1974 Resident Taxes 4,220.00
1974 " " Penalties 425.00
1974 Tax Sale Redemptions 27,039.46




Getail ec stiatennent of receipts [continued]
naymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector : [ Cont ' d
]
1973 Resicent Taxes
1R73 Resident Taxes Penalties
197? Tax Sale Redemptions
1S73 Interests and Costs
1972 "^ax Sale Redemptions
1972 Interest E Costs
1971 Tax Sale Redemptions
1971 Interest £ Costs
JaFfrey Highway Department Income ;
Ronald Rich





Bruce T . Foster








Lester F . Hammond
D.D. Bean Development Corporation









The Lake Asphalt S Petroleum Products
William L. Coleman
Red's Arco Service
D.D. Bean S Sons Co.
Camp '.'('a-Klo




Forest Park Estates [Mobile Homes]
Pine Knoll Trailer Park [Mobile Homes]
Ovila F. Rossignol [Junk]
Garbose Metal Co. "
JaFFrey Bowling Center [Bowling Alley]
JaFFrey POlice Department ;

























































De-bailed Statement: of Receipt:s C Cont'd]
Sale oF Police Cru i ser ;
Alfred Marcotte, Rindge, NH $ 600.00
BOO. 00
Jaffrey Fire Department ;
Departmental Income 42 . 50
42.50
Jaffrey History Committee;
Sale of Town Histories, Volume III ;
Mildred G. Devlin 25.00
Charles Morgan 25.00





Elizabeth B. Torrey 25.00
Elma Johansson [4] 100.00
Homer J. Forcier 25.00
F. T. Pone 25.00
Donald Switter 25.00




Alice E. E. Lehtinen, Town History Agent ;
Sale of Town Histories, Volume I S II ;
Charles Morgan 25.00
Elizabeth B. Torrey 25.00
Margaret L. Bunce '' 25.00
Elma Johansson [3] 75.00
F. T. Pone 25.00
Paul Switter 25.00
Cash 25.00
M. Fargrove 25 .00
250 ".00
Jaffrey District Court ;
1975 District Court Income 1S,47B.3B
Reimbursement for Dog Damages BO . 00
18,536.36
Conant Cemetery Trustees ;
Mark S. Bradley Trust Fund 807.64
Cournoyer Funeral Home 1,023.16
Romy Funeral Home 75 . 00
1 ,905.80
Cutter Cemetery Trustees ;
Philip Hunt Funeral 100.00
100.00
Old Burying Ground Trustees ;
Addie M. McKittrick 200.00
200.00




Highway Department [1974] 14,115.00
" " [1975] 18,000.00
Conant Cemetery Imp. Fund 854.14
" " Perpetual Care Funds 4,828.40
Old Burying Ground Fund 1,250.93
Baptist Cemetery Fund 264.28
Cutter Cemetery Fund 676.27
Shattuck Park Fund 79 . FR




Detailed S-tatement of Receipts [Continued]
Town of Jaffre y Sewer Maintenance Fund ;
Reimbursed for 1974 Expenses
" " 1375 "
Jaffrey Water VJorks ;
Reimbs. VJater Bonds




Monadnock National Bank ;
Loan in Anticipation of Taxes
Revenue Sharing Fund ;
Reimbs. for Loader
" Town Office Renovations
" 1974 Fire Truck Purchase
Balance due on 1974 Expenditures
Jaffrey Public Library ;
Reimbursed on Salaries
Mi seel laneous ;
Correction on Deposits




Paul J. St. Pierre, Dog Constable
Community Sanitary Co.
Addie M. McKittrick [Discretionary Easement]
Recreation Committee
N H. Ball Bearings, Lease





































OF FUNDS IN HIS CUSTODY
REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT ;
This account in on deposit at the MONADNOCK
SAVINGS BANK, JaFfrey, N.H., Passbook #22410.
BALANCE in Account, Dec. 31, 1974 $ 70,170.78
RECEIPTS ;
Treasurer of United States $ 20,635.00
Interest Earned 2, 331 .00 22,967.00
$ 93,137.7Q
WITHDRAWLS
Reimbursed Town of Jaffrey 50 , 010 .46
BALANCE on Hand, Dec. 31, 1975 $ 43,127.32
AN^DS FORTUNE FUND;
This accouns in on denosit at the PETERBOROUGH SAVINGS
BANK, Feterborouph, NH , Passbook #2534.
BALANCE IN/CCCUMT, Dec. 31, 1974 $ 2,913.97
RECEIPTS:
Interest 1 59. 26
BALANCE in Account, 'ecember 31, 1975 $3,073.27
AIR COMPRESSOR ACCOUNT ;
This account is on deposit at the MONADNOCK SAVINGS
BANK, Jaffrey, N.H., Possbook #20141
BALANCE in Account, Dec. 31, 1974 $. 337.33
Receipts ;
Interest 18.10
BALANCE IN ACCOUNT, Deo. 31, 1975 $ 355.43
SEWERS SAVINGS ACCOUNT ;
This account is on deposit at the MONADNOCK SAVINGS
BANK, Jaffrey, N.H., Passbook #17260.
BALANCE in Account, Dec. 31, 1974 $ 59.93
INTEREST 3. 19
BALANCE in Account, Dec. 31, 1975 $ 63.12
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE REPORT;






Coil's TV S Radio Service 15.00
The Village Shop 10.00
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Town Treasurer's Report: [ Continued]
Memorial Day Commj-b-tee Report [Cont'd]
Foroier's Market B2 . 00
Conant High School Bsnd 200.00
H. A. Holt S Sons 1 60 . 30 5B7.30
BALANCE on Hand, Dec. 31, 1975
'
$ 114.82
SEWER MAINTENANCE FUND :
BALANCE in Account, Dec. 31, 1974 $ 14,940.25
RECEIPTS:
1974 Sewer Rentals $ 5,475.35
1975 " " 23,309.45
Sewer Entrance Fees £55.00 34,049.80
$ 48990.05
EXPENDITURES:
1974 Reimbursed Town of JafFrey
for payroll Expenses 18,550.80
1975 Reimbursed Town of JafFrey
for payroll Expenses 25,403.50
Mon. Nat. Bank 3.00 43,957. 10
BALANCE on Hand, Dec. 31, 1975 $ 5,032.95
AERONAUTICAL MAINTENANCE FU ND ;
BALANCE in Account, Dec. 31, 1974 $ 411.12
RECEIPTS:
1975 Town Appropriation $ 1,000.00
State of NH - Grant 2,691.00
" " " - Fees on
Based Aircraft 171 .74 3 , B62 . 74
EXPENDITURES: ^ 4,273.86
United Auto Supply Co. 35. OB
Knight's Welding 42.00
Red's Arco Service 937.92
J. Walter Pratt 20.00
David A.M. Johnson 1 72 . 50















Sche dule of Payment by years - 20 Year Amortization
Year Outstandin 3 Annual Annual Total
Principal Principal Interest Annual
Payment Payment Payment
1376 $21 ,903.00 $5,473.00 $542.00 $6,015.00
1977 16,430.00 5,473.00 408.00 5,881 .00
1978 10,975.00 5,473.00 274.00 5,747.00
1979 5,484.00 5,473.00 140.00 5,624.00
PROJECT 0-32
Principal - $ 52,813 .00
Interest - 18,533 .00
Total Orant - $ 71 ,366 .00
Year Outstandin g Annual Annual Total
Principal Principal Interest Annual
Payment Payment Payment
1976 $30,418.00 $ 2,535.00 $984.00 $3,519.00
1977 17,883.00 2,535.00 902.00 3,437.00
1978 25,348.00 2,535.00 820.00 3,355.00
1979 22,813.00 2,535.00 738.00 3,273.00
1980 20,273.00 2,535.00 656.00 3, 191 .00
1981 17,743.00 2,535.00 574.00 3,109.00
1982 15,208.00 2,535.00 491 .00 3,026.00
1983 12,673.00 2,535.00 410.00 2,945.00
1984 10,138.00 2,535.00 328.00 2,863.00
1985 7,603.00 2,535.00 246.00 2,781 .00
1986 5,068.00 2,535.00 1 64 . 00 2, 699.00
1987 2,533.00 2,533.00 85.00 2,618.00
STATEMENT OP BONDED DEBT
For the year endina December 31, 1975
SEWER BONDS - ISSUE NO . 1
D.OO - 1958Original Issue - $193, 00(
Date of Balance Annual Annual Total
Maturity Due Principal Interest Annual
Payment Payment Payment
July 1,1976 $23,000 .00 $10,000.00 $468.00 $10,468.00
July 1,1977 13,000 .00 10,000.00 208.00 10,208.00
July 1,1978 3,000 .00 3,000.00 39.00 3,039.00
These bonds are payable at the FIRST NATIONAL BANK




S-tatement of Bonded De bt : [Continued]
SEWER BONDS ISSUE NO. 2
,000.00 - ]Original ] ssue - $105 9B6
Date of Balance A nnual Annual Total
Maturity C ue F rincipal Interest Annual
F ayment Payment Payment
Jun 15,197R $55,000.00 $5,000 .00 $1 ,760.00 $6,760.00
1977 50,000.00 5,000.00 1, BOO. 00 6,600.00
197S 45,000.00 5,000.00 1 ,440.00 6,440.00
" 1979 40,000.00 5,000.00 1 ,280.00 6,280.00
1980 35,000.00 5,000.00 1 , 120.00 6, 120.00
" 1981 30,000.00 5,000.00 9B0.00 5,960.00
1982 25,000.00 5,000 .00 800.00 5,800.00
1983 20,000.00 5,000.00 640.00 5,640.00
1984 15,000.00 5,000 .00 480.00 5,480.00
1985 10,000.00 5,000.00 320.00 5,320.00
" 19SB 5,000.00 5,000.00 160.00 5,160.00
These bonds are payable at the MEW ENGLAND MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK, Boston, Mass., with iterest payable at the
rate of 3.27% per annum.
SEVJER BONDS ISSUE NO . 3
Original Issue - $425,000.00 - 1971
Date of Balance Annual Int. Int. Total
Maturity Due Principal Payment Payment Annual
Payment May Ist Nov. 1st Payment?
Nov. 76 $275,000.00 $30,000.00 $7,700.00 $7,700.00 $45,400
77 245,000.00 30,000.00 6,880.00 6,860.00 43,720,
78 215,000.00 30,000.00 6,030.00 6,020.00 42,040,
79 185,000.00 30,000.00 5,180.00 5,180,00 40,360,
80 155,000.00 30,000.00 4,340.00 4,340.00 38,680,
81 125,000.00 25,000.00 3,500.00 3,500.00 32,000,
82 100,000.00 25,000.00 2,800.00 2,800.00 30,600,
83 75,000.00 25,000.00 2,100.00 2,100.00 29,200,
84 50,000.00 25,000.00 1,400.00 1,400.00 27,800,
85 25,000.00 25,000.00 700.00 700.00 26,400.;
These bonds are payable at the PIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF BOSTON, Boston, Mass., with interest payable at the rate
of 3.40% per annum.
JAFPREY WATER WORKS BONDS
ISSUE No. 1
Original Issue - $65,000 00 - 1966
Date of Balance Annual Annual Total
Maturity Due Principal Interest Annual
Payment Payment Payment
Dec. 1/76 $15,000.00 $5,000.00 $510.00 $5,510.00
Dec. 1/77 10,000.00 5,000.00 340.00 5,340.00
Dec. 1/78 5,000.00 5,000.00 170.00 5,170.00
These bonds are payable at the NEW ENGLAND MERCHANTS
^'ATI0MAL BANK, Boston, Mass., with interest payable at the
rate of 3.40% per annum.
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Statement of Bonded Debt: [Continued]
JAFFREY V.'ATER V/ORKS BONDS
Issue N'o . 2
Driginal Issue - $300,000.00 - 1SG9
Date of Balance Int. Int. Annual Total











197B $195 $15,000 00 $23,906 25
1977 180 000. 4,275 00 3,918 75 15,000 00 23,193 75
1978 165 000. 3,918 75 3,582 50 15,000 00 22,481 25
1979 150 000. 3,562 50 3,206 25 15,000 00 21 ,768 75
1980 135 000. 3,206 25 2,850 00 1 5 , 000 00 21 ,056 25
1981 120 000. 2,850 00 2,493 75 15,000 00 20,343 7S
1982 105 000. 2,493 75 2, 137 50 15,000 00 19,631 75
1983 90 000. 2,137 50 1 ,781 25 15,000 00 18,918 75
1984 75 000. 1 ,781 25 1 ,425 00 15,000 00 18,205 25
1985 GO 000. 1 ,425 00 1 ,068 75 15,000 00 17,493 75
1986 45 000. 1 ,068 75 712 50 15,000 00 16,781 25
1987 30 000. 712 50 356 25 15,000 00 16,068 75
1988 15 000. 356 25 -0-- 15,000 00 15,356 25
These bonds are payable at the FIRST NATIONAL BANK
DF BOSTON, Boston, Mass, with interest at t!ie rate of 4.75%
payable per annum.
The payment of principal and interest is made by






DETAILED STATEMENT DF EXPENDITURES
TOWN OFFICERS SALARIES ;
Alfred J. Christian, Selectman $ 1,500.00
Howard 0. Williams, " 1,800.00
Henry S. Gallup, " 1,500.00
Albert J. Morin, Town Treasurer 500.00
Albert J. Morin, Bookkeeper 9,825.00
Albert J. Morin, Bludget Committee Clerk 100.00
Philip D. St. Pierre, Town Clerk 5,980.00
Philip 0. St. Pierre, Auto Permits 3,419.00
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector 8,5E7.99
Theodore R.A.Lambert, Auditor 125.00
Peter A. Rivard, Auditor 350.00
Pauline J. Oesterlin, Trustees Bookkeeper 1,000.00
George A. Sirois, Town Clock Agent 500.00
Claire C. Moore, Overseer of Public Welfare 700 . 00
35,826.99
TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSES :
Lois B. Hartwell, Clerical 500.00
N.H. Town Clerks Association 10.00
G. H. Tilden, Inc., 304.82
Register of Deeds 219.55
Homer J. Forcier IS. 45
Savron Graphics 146.00
Transcript Printing Co. 236.00
Nelson C. Faught Co. 774.60
The Village Shop 60.66
Claire C. Moore 175.10
Lester F. Hammond, Tax Appraisal 2,0D0.00
Trustees of Trust Funds, 1974 Expenses 802.25
N.H. Ball Bearings 1.00
Pitney Bowes 54.50
Adams Printing Company 2,030.00
Postmaster, Town of Jaffrey, N.H., 404.04
Francis L. LaFreniere 34.50
Monadnock Ledger, Inc., 393.40
Monadnock National Bank 2C.00
Albert J. Morin 50.46
Silver Ranch Airpark 24.00
Wheeler S Clark 83.87
Phyllis J. Parker, Reg. of Probate .70
Monadnock National Bank 3.00
N.H. Tax Collectors Association 10.00
Henry S. Gallup 206.62
Eleanor Lambert 19.60
Sims Press, Inc., 128.00
Standard-Poors 44.00
Homestead Press 76.19
3M Business Products 66.00
Official Mobile Home Guide 10.00
Treas. , State of N.H. 21.00
B S M Railroad 30.00
Raymond J, Desmarais 305.50
D. Reed Chaplin 165.00
Atty. Francis X. Quinlan 43.50
Philip D. St. Pierre 258.40
Brown S Saltmarsh 131.54
Branham Publishing Company 14.10




Detailed Statemerrt of Payments [Continued]
Town Officers Expenses [Cont'd]








Lester F . Hammond
Burroughs Corporation
Alice E. E. Lehtinen
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION ;
Homer J. Forcier, Moderator
Harvey N. Sawyer, Asst . Moderator
Linda Babneau, Ballot Clerk
Lena Saveall "
Hazel Despres "
Nancy H. Moore "
Fay S. Sawyer "
Andrew J. Bussiere "
Mary T . Given "
Claire C. Moore "
Donald Gordon "
Francis L. LaFreniere
Lee S . Sawyer "
Myrtle J. Hazleton, Sup,
Michael K. Reddy " " "
Raymond J. Desmarais " " "
Other Expenses ;










Bernard J. Hampsey, Jr., Justice
William H. West, Special Justice
William Prigge, " "
Douglas Hatfield, " "




Nelson C. Faught Co.
Town of Peterborough, NH






























































Detailed Statement oF Expenditures ; [Cont'd]
Town Buildings [Cont'd]
Rochester Germicide Co.





M. D. Stetson Co.
Henry S. Gallup
Keene Ind. Paper Co., Inc.,
United Auto Supply Co.
,
Graf Bros. , Inc.
,
Heil Plumbing S Heating






George A. Sirois, Town Clock Repairs
POLICE DEPARTMENT ;
Salaries :
Regular Police Officers :
Arthur H. Rivard, Chief of Police
Gary 0. Croteau, Patrolman
Jon C. Polosky "
Kevin P. Rivard "
Barry E. Sasner "
Philip H. Savage "
William E. 0"Neil "
Thomas A. Yasvin "
Special Police Officers ;






Francis T. Lambert, Sr.
Prancis R. Chamberlain
Ronald B. Nason, Sr.,
Girard D. Marrotte
Patricia A. Sasner, Matron







































































Police Department ; [Continued]
Cruiser Expenses; [Cont'd]
Ed's Texaco Service $ 33E , 1
5
Roy Motors, Inc., 9B,4B
V S M Auto Sales 295 . OG
Tire Unlimited 488.49
A. W. Peters, Inc., 2,793.81
Auto Parts Sales 32.00
Christie S Thomson, Inc., 147.49
Walt's Signs 36.00
Red's Arco, Inc., 142.58
6,762.77
Other Expenses ;
Central Equipment Co. 47.20
Elite Laundry, Inc., 78.00
United Auto Supply Co, 56.04
Sawyer's Pharmacy 12.67
Clifton H. Goulet 14.11
G. H. Tilden, Inc., 83.34
Pitney Bowes 54.50
Toland F. Thoin 129.81
Roy's Self Service 57.84
Postmaster, Jaffrey, N.H. 200.00
Belletete's, Inc., 29.53
Independent Help, Inc., 10.24
Margie's Restaurant 5.75
Keene Adv. Specialties 83.73
Hobb's Jewelers 7.00
3M Bus. Products 66.00
Wilfred H. Boudrieau 204.75
W. E. Aubuchon, Co. , Inc.
,
15.36
N.H. Fire S Safety Equipment Co. 89.80









Jon C. Polosky 87.00
Nelson C. Faught Co. 1 31 . 50
1,816.95
Total Police Department Expenses 93,917.50
FIRE DEPARTMENT ;
Letourneau Gas S Oil Co. 1,492.94
N.H. Welding Supply Co. 137.71
Robidoux Trucking Co. 52.50
W. E, Aubuchon Co., Inc., 14.85
Charles H. Hamilton, MD 30.00
F. W. Sterling, MD 10.00
Ed's Texaco Service 148.62
Gordon Kemp 101 o 10
Hew Communications 927.97
Evans Radio 30.60
Jaffrey Fire Portection Company 3,502.40
Ray Moore Motors 195.00








N.H Fire S Safety Equipme I
Washer's Radiator S Glass Com|
Hobb's Jewelers
John D. Meehan, MD
F. Mei S Co.
Clifton H. Goulet
Roland F. Thoin
N.E. Assooiation of Fire Chiefs
Paul A . Leach
R S R Communications
Red's Arco Service
United Auto Supply Co.
Henry S. Gallup
Christie S Thomson, Inc.,
G. H. Tilden, Inc.,
Ernest Norwood





N. H. Medical Supply
Keene Ind. Paper Co., Inc.,
The Hines Co.
























Joseph A . LaFreniere
Richard Lambert

























































































































Raymond Record $ 142.25
Alan Hautanen 104.00
Norman Lambert 30.50
William C. Royce 72.50
Henry Campbell 99.50
Arthur F. Sawtelle 101.75
James H. Hunt 79.25
4,270.00
Total Fire Department Expenses 14,571.96
INSURANCE S TOWN OFFICERS BONDS;
Cournoyer Insurance Agency 15,920.44
Gordon Burns Insurance Agency 682 . 50
16, 602.94
DOG CONSTABLE EXPENSES ;
Paul J. St. Pierre, Bal . 1974 Salary 250.00
Paul J. St. Pierre, 1975 Salary 500.00
Paul J. St. Pierre, Expenses 206.95
Palmer Chemical S Equipment Co. 56.25
Tenney, Fritz S Coombs 20.00
1 ,033.20
BOUNTIES ;
Philip D. St. Pierre, Reimbs. 5. 50
5.50
VITAL STATISTICS ;
Philip D. St. Pierre, Town Clerk 100.00
100.00
HEALTH DEPARTMENT ;
John G. Heil, Health Officer 500.00
John G. Heil, Expenses 1 94 . 1
694.10
SEWER MAINTENANCE S CONSTRUCTION ;
Letourneau Gas S Oil Co. 22.43
Highway Department, Jaffrey, NH 26,545.27
Public Service Co. of N.H. 4,273.46
Belletete's, Inc., 38.95
Wilfred H. Boudrieau 7.00
30,887.21
LANDFILL OPERATION S PREPARATION OF SITE ;
Letourneau Gas S Oil Co. 847.92
Highway Department, Jaffrey, NH 20,990.06
Red's Arco Service 475.13
Transcript Printing Company 62.50
Savron Graphics 35.00
Monadnock Disposal Co, 120.80
Monadnock Ledger, Inc., 1 09 . 00
22,640.41
SUMMER MAINTENANCE;
Highway Department, Jaffrey, NH 26,028.22
Letourneau Gas S Oil Co. 457.60
Red's Arco Service 356.47
Postmaster, Jaffrey, NH 50.00
Pitney Bowes 14.50
Lois B. Hartwell, 500.00
27,406.79
WINTER MAINTENANCE ;






Lois B. Hartwell 500.00
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detailed Statemen t oF Payments [Continued]
Winter Maintenance: [Cont'd]
Gary 0. Croteau $ 100.00
Gerald Charlonne 60.00
Red's Arco Service 1,986.09
Konadnock Ledoer , Inc., 1 6 . 50
57,192.45
TARRING ACCOUNT :
HinhwayOepartment , JaFfrey, NH g7, 1 29. 03
27, 129.03
TOWN ROAD AID CCN5TRUCT ION ;
Highway Department, JaFFrey, NH 10, 234 . 90
10,234.90
HEAT, LIGHTS AND PDV.ER, AND TELEPHONE;
Street Liqhtino:
Pub. Serv. Co. oF N.H. 21,996.04
Building Lighting ;
Pub. Serv. Co. oF N.H. 6,800.76
Telephone
:
New England Telephone 6,478.52
Other;
United Auto Supply Co. 3 . B8
VUlFred H. Boudrieau 711.32
Belletete's, Inc. 7.95
35,998. 47
GENERAL HIGHWAY EXPENSES ;
Highway Department, JaFFrey, NH 835.11
W. E. Aubuchon Co., Inc., 18.59
Monitor Publishing Co. 13.13
Keene Publishing Corporation 17.00
Transcript Printing Company 22.50
Standard UniForm Rental Service 1,073.92
Daily Sentinel 25.92
Union Leader Publishing Corporation 15.81
Henry SelFridge 32.00
G. H. Tilden, Inc., 23.40
R. S R. Communications 51.00
c:, 128.38
TREE WORK :







George E. Barker 1,020.00
Shirley B. Burrage 1,366.^
Rebecca Lambert 1,001.94
Gwynyth R. Andrew 1 324.05





Letourneau Gas S Oil Co., 900.03
Evejyn H. RuFFle 6.10
Red's Arco Service 317.71
Maraaret Priest 34.00
13,671 . 13
Claire C. Moore, Oerseer oF Public WelFare 1 1 ,000.00
1 1 ,000.00-36-
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De-tailed Statement of Payments CContinued]
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE ;




Gerald J. Martin, Salary 786.00
" " " Expenses 25.00
Belletete's, Inc., 15.23
'W . E . Aubuchon Co., Inc., 6 . 23
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., 80.00




PARKS S COMMONS ;
Monadnock Disposal Service 258.50
Highway Department, Jaffrey,N.H. 123.70
Roy's Bike Shop 50.34
W.E. Aubuchon Co., Inc., 8.58
Philip R. LaBrie 2,535.50
Bacon's Sugar House 335 . 75
3,312.37
SHATTUCK PARK :
Highway Department, Jaffrey, N.H. 249,55
VFW Post #5613 24. 16
273.71
HUMISTON FIELD ;
Joseph E. Laperriere 36.00
Dale Griffin 48.00
Joseph T. Griffin 1,082.50
Belletete's, Inc., 28.90
Sportsworld of Peterborough, NH 33.95
Don's Sunoco Station 25.50
W. E. Aubuchon Co, Inc., 32.96
Highway Department, Jaffrey, NH 25.60
Jack Summers, Inc., 90.00
George N. Fontaine 116.00
Frederic K. Walkonen 130.00
G-T Master Painters 156.00
Monadnock Disposal Service 77.50
Leo U. LeClair 112.50
1 ,995.41
BEACH S RECREATION PROGRAM ;
Dyno Mfg. Co. 210.15
Terry Dennis 1,051.40
Highway Department, Jaffrey, N.H. 377.20
Roy's Bike Shop 3.18
Kathy Hill 1 ,100.00
Debbie Johnson 1,400.00
" " , Expenses 13.53
Maria Mei 1 ,400.00
" »i ti 4 , 21
Belletete's, Inc., 186.98
Audrey Atkinson 561.25
W. E. Aubuchon Co., Inc., 76.24
Roland F. Thoin 115.70
Monadnock Forest Products 26,00





Detailed Statemen-t oF Payments ; [Continued]
Beach S Recreation Program [Cont'd]
Burgoyne's Bus Service $ 80.00
Junie Blaisdell, Inc., 17.85
Army S Navy Sports Shop 12.95





Highway Department, Jaffrey, NH 6,459.87
W. E. Aubuchon, Co., Inc., 41.36
Christie S Thomson, Inc., 3 .45
6,504,48
OLD BURYING GROUND ;
Highway Department, JaFfrey, NH 984.67
Superior Funeral Home Supplies 144 . 55
1 , 129.22
PHILIPS CEMETERY ;
Highway Department, JaFFrey , NH 1 38 . 65
138.65
CUTTER CEMETERY ;
Highway Department, JaFFrey, NH B76 . 27
876.27
BAPTIST CEMETERY ;
Highway Department, JaFFrey, NH 390 .28
390.28
DAMAGES AND LEGAL EXPENSES ;
Francis X. Quinlan, Town Attorney 1,524.47
Edmund Robichaud, Dog Damages 15.00
Bertie Saville 111.40
Robert P. Roy, Dog Damages 8.00
Hayes Motor Sales 31 .80
1 ,688.67
WATER UTILITIES ;
JaFFrey Water Works 300 .00
300.00
REGIONAL DUES ;
Monadnock Region Association 1,817.00
1 ,817.00
D ISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS, ETC. ;
Raymond S Nancy H. Moore, 1974 Prop. Taxes 189.77
Theodore W. Johansson " " " 28.92
Robert F. Lambert " " " 270.88
R. H. Wilson, 1974 Auto Permit ReFunded 4,18
James F. Billipp " " " " 6.11
Mon. Rec. Area 1975 " " " 43.00
Harold J. Chase, 1974 Res. Tax ReFunded 10.00
Beatrice Hackett " " " " 10,00
562.84
TAXES SOUGHT BY TOWN ;
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector 33, 999. 31
33,999.31
RETIREMENT S SOCIAL SECURITY ;
Treas. State oF N . hTI
Employees S Police Retirement 6,752.53












Detailed Statement of Faymerrts ; CContinued]
BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD ;
N.H.-Vt. Hospitalization Service
AERONAUTICAL MAINTEMAMCE FUND ;
Town of Jaffrey Aeronautical Maint. Fund
GROUP INSURANCE ;




Monadnock Ledger, Inc., 299.60
Balance of 1975 Appropriation 208,60
Savron Graphics GO . 00
568.20
SEWER PREFINANCING;
Trees., State of N.H., Reimbursement 5 , 500 . 00
5,500.00
PROPERTY REVAULATIDN ;
Trees., State of N.H. 11,169.68
Rebecca L. P. Gi Imore 245.00
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Maps 204 .00
11 ,618.68
COMMUNICATIONS BASE ;
R S R Communications 630.00
Bi-Rite Products 377.75
Henry S. Gallup 37.27
99.66
REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT ;
1 ,144.68
TOWN OFFICE BUILDING RENOVATIONS ;
Henry S. Gallup 3,250.70
G-T Master Painters 926.62
Heii Plumbing S Heating 572.04
Nelson C. Faught Co. 240.64
W, T. Grant Co. 56.98
Wilfred H. Boudrieau 387.27
5,434.25
MONADNO C K FAMI LY_ MENTAL




Herbert S Marion Robinson 200.00
200 . 00
HL[M^IST ON FIELD IMPROVEMENTS :
Gate City Fence Company 2,450.00
Jaffrey Lions Club 2,179.16
Belletete's, Inc., 26.50
Public Service Co. of N.H. 50.00
Wilfred H. Boudrieau 483.33
5, 188.99
MONADNOCK VISITING NURSES ASSOCIATION ;
1975 Appropriation 4,448.00
JAFFREY FIRE DEPARTMENT: 4,44B.Tlir
Bal. of overdraft on Fire Truck 4,618.65
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Cetailed St:at ement oF Payments CCorrtinued]
HIGHWAY DEFA RTMENT EQL'IFME K'T:
Jordan-Milton Machinery Corporation $ 26, OOP . 00
26,000.00
CHES HIR E HOSP ITAL :
]97F Appropriation 70B 00
708.00
INTEREST ON LOA NS AND
BPNDE O DEET
:
First h'ational Bank oF Boston, Mass., 21,711.25
'• " " " " " 5,416.50
New England Merchants National Bank 2 , 520 . 00
29,647.75
PAYMENT ON I NDEBTED NESS ;
TEMPORARY LOA NS;





First National Bank of Boston 55,000.00
New England Merchants National Bank 1 , ODD . 00
65,000.00
INTEREST ON TEMPORAR Y L OANS ;
Monadnock National Bank 13, 076.36
13,076.36
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT :
MAI NTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT :




JOW N CONSTRUCTION :






Brighton, Taft,Fernald S Hamnsey 500 . DO
500.00
JAFFREY V.'ATER WORKS ;
Hichway Deoartment, JafFrey, N.H. 4,273.87
4,273.87
SID EViALK CONSTRUCTIO N ;




Hichway Department, JaFFrey, NH 875.91
Edward 0. Desmarais 843.95






Fitchburg Sales S Service 15,
3
50 . 00
1 5 , 350 7 00
POLI CE CRUISER :
Carlson Motors 4,102.37
Monadnock Ledner , Inc., 22.00
47124.37
PAYMENTS TO OT HER GOVERNMENTAL
DIV IS I DNS:
Treas. , State oF N. H.
;




Detailed Statement of Payments ; CContinued]
COUNTY OF CHESHIRE:




CONANT INDIGENT FUND TRUSTEES :
Paid to Trustees 795 . 1 G
795 . 19
TOWN OF RINDGE, N.H .
:
Tax Col lector, Rindge, NH E, 784 .77
E,7B4.77
CA PITAL RESERVE FUNDS :
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS :
Soil'Survey Map 2,000.00
Highway Department Equipment Fund 5,000.00
Fire Department Equipment Fund 5 , 00 . 00
12,000.00
SCHOOL DISTRICT EXPENSES :
Treas. , Jaf frey-Rindge Cooperative
School District:
Balance oF 1974-75 Appropriation 42 3,932.24
Paid on 1975-7G Appropriation 454, 381 .00
878,313724




Estate of MARK S. BRADLEY, Late of Hartford
in said District, deceased
ANNUAL ACCOUNT OF
THE CONNECTICUT BANK AND TRUST COMPANY, TRUSTEE
for Conant Cemetery
December 6, 1974 to December B, 1975
PRINCIPAL DEBIT
Property on hand December B, 1974 $ 15,745.84
PRINCIPAL CREDIT
Property on hand, December 5, 1975
Cash $ 14.47
1 BBB Conn. Bank Balanced
Common Trust Fund
Units CMV 25,156] 15,731 .37 $ 15,745.84
INCOME DEBIT
Income on hand, December B, 1974 $ 126.53
Income received on Connecticut Bank
Balanced Common Trust Fund Units
1-10-75 $ B9.31 7-09-75 $ 61.91
2-07-75 110.03 8-11-75 123.79
3-07-75 143.44 9-09-75 145.52
4-07-75 71.90 10-07-75 80 . 5B
5-06-75 120.07 11-06-75 127.78





Town of Jaffrey for Conant Cemetery
Association $ 1,068.30
The Connecticut Bank and Trust
Company, services as Trustee 250.00
Probate fees 7 . 50
$ 1 ,325.80
Income on hand, December 8, 1975 151 .74
$ 1 ,477.54
NO TRANSACTIONS IN PRINCIPAL
Hartford, Connecticut
December 5, 1975
THE CONNECTICUT BANK AND TRUST COMPA
TRUSTEE




REPORT OF PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT
For the year ending December 31, 1975
RECAPITULATION
DEPARTMENTS:




Town Road Aid Construction 10,234.90
Dump and Landfill 20,990.06
Maintenance of Equipment 17,276.29
Town Garage Repairs 875.91
General Highway Expenses 835.11
Water Works 4,273.87








Old Burying Ground 984.67
Cutter Cemetary 676.27
Baptist Cemetary 390.28
Phillips Cemetary 138 . 65
$203,919.72
SUMMER MAINTENANCE ;



























































N.H. Explosive &. Machinery
Taylor Rental















































Andre P. Gagnon, Expenses
Joseph F, Forcier, Jr. Expenses
Oliver Burgoyne














































































Dyar Sales &. Machinery
Monadnock Bank
Rice ' s Inc.
Car-Go







































































































N.H. Welding 8. Supply
Oliver Burgoyne
Lake Asphalt &. Petroleum
F.A. Farrar
Frost's Farms
Dyar Sales &. Machinery
Ray Moore Motors















































































































White Hall Chemical Co,
N.E, Explosives Corp,
Donald Baird
Public Service Co, of N.H.
Christie &, Thomson
Paul Burnham







G &. R Electric Motor
Peirce of Peterborough
TRA CONSTRUCTION ;









Albert C, Miller, Jr,
Bruce Debonville,
Andre P, Gagnon, Expenses
Edward Desmarais
DUMP;














Albert C, Miller, Jr.






































































Lake Asphalt &. Petroleum
V/ilfred Boudrieau
MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT ;




















N.H. Welding &. Supply



























































































































































































































Joseph F, Forcier, Jr,
Paul Devlin, Expenses






Andre P, Gagnon, Agent
Bruce Foster, Labor
Arthur Paradise, "
Albert C, Miller, Jr, "
Gene Emery, "
OLD BURYING GROUNDS;








































































































































































































Joseph F. Forcier, Jr.





































Joseph F. Forcier, Jr "



























































Andre P. Gagnon, Agent
Bruce Foster, Labor
Arthur Paradise,
Joseph F, Forcier, Jr.
Lewis Gregory,

















GRAND TOTAL OF EXPENDITURES 1203,919.72
ANDRE P. GAGNON





For the year ending December 31, 1975




The Dop Constable of the Town oF Jaffrey, herewith
submits his annual report for the period January 1, 1975
to December 31, 1975.
Doas reported lost by owners
Dogs reported lost returned to owners
Stray docs picked up [unreported as lost by
owners - no tags]
Stray dogs returned to owners
Dogs impounded
Incidents in which tranquilizer gun was used
Entries in log book
Total miles travelled
Calls received from other jurisdictions
Cases handled in other jurisdictions
Dogs reported hit my motor vehicles - injjries
unknown
Dons injured by motor vehicles
Dogs killed by motor vehicles
Dogs Found dead
Dog bite cases
Other aniri;_~l bites reported
Dogs placed in homes
Dogs put away
Domestic animals/fowls killed by dogs - 3
Chickens, 5 turkeys, 2 ducks
Incidents of dogs reported pursuing or harrass-
ing livestock =




Dogs Found injured by gunshot
Wild animals cases handled
I want to take this opportunity to thank the
Board oF Selectmen, members oF the JaFFrey Police
Department, my wiFe, Carolyn, The Monadnock Ledger and
WSCV Radio For the cooperation and assistance given me



























PAUL J. ST. PIERRE,
Dog Constable, JaFFrey, NH
The proposed Animal Control Ordinance which will be
appearing on the ballot For the 197B Town Meeting is




SECTION 1 . RESTRAINT OF DOGS . No person shall permir their
dog to run at large at any time within the Town of JafFrey
.
A dog is at large within the meaning of this Ordinance if
it is not controlled by a leash or is not "at heel" beside
a competent person or is not obedient to that person's
command, or is not within a vehicle, or is not on the
property of its owner or keeper. This Ordinance shall not
apply to dogs in use with their owners or keepers during
lawful hunting.
SECTION 2. BATHING AND PLAYGROUND AREAS . It shall be
unlawful for any animal or reptile to be on land owned and/
or used by the Town of Jaffrey or any of its departments
for bathing or playground purposes. The barhing and play-
ground areas are hereby defined and described as the public
beaches at Contoocook Lake, Gilmore Pond and Thorndike Pond
and the playground at Humiston Field. Exceptions may be
granted by an appropriate Town Official.
SECTION 3. NUISANCE . No dog shall be permitted whether or
not leashed or restrained, to be a nuisance, a menace, or
vicious to persons or property or to other animals.
A dog is adjudged to be a nuisance:
a] if it barks continuously for sustained periods
of time;
b] if it barks during the night hours so as to disturb
the peace and quiet of a neighborhood or area;
c] if it turns over garbage cans, waste containers or
otherwise causes waste or garbage to be scattered on
property other than its owner's;
d] if it runs after or chases bicycles, motor vehicles,
motorcycles or other vehicles being driven, pulled
or pushed on the streets, highways or public ways;
e] if it barks, growls, snaps at, bites, runs after
or chases any person or persons;
fD if it runs in a pack with other dogs;
g] if it runs after, chases, or preys on game animals,
domestic animals, fowl or human beings;
h] if it digs or scratches in gardens or around culvi-
vated areas, so as to uproot, damage or destroy the
growing plants, shrubs, or trees on any property
other than it's owner's;
i] i^, while in heat, is unconfined [confinement shall
mean within an enclosed building not accessible to
any other dog.]
SECTION 4 . SEEING-EYE DOGS . This Ordinance shall not
apply to "Seeing-Eye" dogs, so-called.
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SECTION 5. PENALTY ; DEFINITIONS ; OWNER PRESUMED
RESPONSIBLE ; OTHER LAWS .
For the First violation of this Ordinance, the owner or
person in control of the dog shall be warned; for the secoi
and other violations a complaint filed in the Jaffrey Disti
Court. The penalty for violation of this Ordinance shall 1
ten dollars [$10.00]. The owner/keeper of the dog shall
be presumed to be responsible for its conduct in the
absence of proof to the contrary. This Ordinance shall in
no way supersede the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annota"
or any other laws or ordinances relating to dogs, other
animals or reptiles. In the event of conflict, the more




TO STUDY TOlf.'N MANAGER
FORM OF MUNICIPAL
ADMINISTRATION'.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE appointed by the Selectmen oF JafFrey in
November 197P to report For their inFormation upon the Town
Manager Form oF municipal administration. Members oF the
Committee: J. Dren Delletete, Jean M. Boutwell, Homer J.
Forcier, Margiorina Gauthier, Coburn Kidd CChaiman], AlFred
P. Sawyer and Roy G. Stone.
Summary oF Findings .
Expressions oF local sentiment . A number oF JaFFrey
citizens gave members of the committee the beneFit oF their
views, which were received with appreciation and were given
attentive consideration. A substantial body oF opinion Favors
no change in the existing system, on the grounds that it has
been adequate in thie past and can be expected to be so in
Future. IF anything is wrong with it, the Selectmen should
be changes, not the system. It is the least expensive. It
draws upon the spirit oF voluntary public service, which is
a valuabJe asset oF the town. An equally substantial body
oF opinion Favors the idea oF a Town Manager, on the grounds
that municipal services which were simple and inexpensive a
Few years ago now represent such a substantial investment that
it would be worth while to employ a Full time administrator.
In a total budget of $563,250 the 1975 Figures For highway
construction and maintenance, and maintenance oF equipment,
were $111,000; for police, $91,000.
The Town Manager Systen and alternatives. The origin oF
the town manager system was in the period oF rapid urban
growith in the First decades oF the century. It was thought
that it would be an improvement iF municipal administration
were organized on the model oF a business corporation, with
a board oF directors For policy, and a non-political, proFess-
ional manager For day to day administration. The Town Manager
system has been widely adopted across the country, and in
New England, especially in Maine. In ^ ew Hampshire 22 towns,
including Concord, Keene, Claremont, ^'ewport , Hanover, Conway,
and others, have Town Managers; 5 towns hiave Administrative
Assistants; and Peterborough has a Full time, proFessional
Director of Public Works.
The Town Manager Form is governed by statute [RSA 37];
the Administrative Assistant position, by contract. The
latter can be tailored to a speciFic problem, with greater
flexibility retained by the Selectmen. Salaries would be
about the same, depending on the size oF the community and
thie amount of experience required.
The New Hampshire statute [RSA 37 ] . The Jov-m Manager
system can be adopted only by written ballot, in the pr^--
Ecribed form, at the Town Meeting. If ac-proved, the
Selectmen choose a candidate on the basis of education,
training, and experience without reference to political belief.
The Manager remains throughout subject to the supervision and
control of the Selectmen, and may be removed for cause. In
practice, this amounts to emrloyment terminable at the
pleasure of the Selectmen or according to the notice stipulated
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contract. Under the Selectmen, a Town Manager's authority
extends more or Jess "across the board", including managemen
oF the water works, public buildings, highways, purchase oF
P
iupplies, police and Fire departments, sewer system, lighting
i-jsrks and playgrounds, cemeteries, and the negotiation oF
contracts. In those Fields the Manager may organize or
reorganize departments as the Selectmen determine, hire and
Fire, keep detailed records For the Selectmen, including a
monthly report oF receipts and expenditures, prepare budget
materials, administer the poor relieF directly or through a
oerson appointed by him, and perForm such other duties as
are required by the Selectmen.
The authority oF the Towm Manager does not extend to
warning meetings, making by-laws, borrowing money, assessing
or collecting taxes [unless by decision oF Town Meeting],
grantina Jicenses, laying out highways, assessing damages,
exercising judicial Functions, or supervision oF the Town
Clerk or Town Treasurer.
hxoerience oF other towns Members oF the committee hac
interviews with citizens oF six towns, roughly comparable in
size to JaFFrey, to enquire how they viewed the Town Manager
System. It was thought they would known "where the shoe pine
The towns, Newport, Conv»;ay , Meredith, Lancaster, WolFeboro,
and Gorham. In addition three towns were visited had Adminia
trative Assistants or a Director oF Public Works: Merrimack,
GilFord, and Peterborough. In each case local townsmen were
asked what they thought oF the system; whether they would
willingly no back to the old system; what Features about the
Manager system impressed them most; whether a proFessional ly
trained outsider or a good local man seemed preFerable;
what caveats occurred to them.
Out oF 51 persons to whom the question was put, 49 said
the Town Manager system worked well and they would not go bac
to the old system. Two persons preFerred the old.
Vihat struck ordinary citizens and users oF town services
was the greater accessibility of the Town Manager and his
availability Five days a week. The main thing to present anc
past Selectmen was that they were busy persons with their owr
businesses, and did not have the time to devote to administra
tive details as well as policy. From the viewpoint oF the
Budget Committee the Manager system appeared to be more
business-like and eFFicient. Many considered it more
economical, From the savings eFFected by uniForm planning
and purchasing. SpeciFically queried on this point, a long-
time Selectman said "it won't lower the budget, but the town
gets more out oF what it spends."
Members oF the committee who visited the three towns
l-avinq an Administrative Assistant or Director oF Public Worl-
Found a nreFerence expressed For the arrangement adopted
rather than For the Town Manager system.
Tl'^e caveats expressed were on the importance oF Finding
the rigl'it person For the job; the necessity oF the cooperatic
and support oF the Selectmen; the assets which a good local
may brine to the position over an outsider; and the importanc
oF the job description.
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The options . [1] If there is no particular dissatis-
faction with existing arrangements, things might left as
they are.
[2] If the transition to a Town Manager system is
considered timely, this would require an article in the
arrant stating the question as prescribed by statute
[RSA 37:15], and would be voted upon simultaneously with the
balloting for town officers. There would be no opportunity
for discussion unless public hearings were held in advance
of Town Meeting.
[3] If, short of the Town Manager System, some form
of Administrative Assistant or professional Director of
Public Works were considered desirable, authority for the
latter would appear to be at hand in the article adopted at
Town Meeting in 1972. That article authorized the Selectmen
to appoint a Public 'Works Superintendent and "to take necessary
action to develop the Public VJorks Superintendent Concept."
An analogous article would be appropriate for creation of an
Administrative Assistant position with executive responsibilities
as distinct from merely clerical.
Respectfully submitted:
/s/ J. Oren Belletete
/s/ Jean Boutwell
/s/ Homer J. Forcier
/s/ Margiorina Gauthier
/s/ Coburn Kidd, Chairman
/s/ Alfred P. Sawyer




TOWN OF JAFFREY, NEV HAMPSHIRE
REPORT OF THE OVERSEER OF PUBLIC ViELFARE
For the year ending December 31 , 1975
OVERALL REPORT OF RECEIPTS Ah:D EXPENDITURES ;
-|: This recort is a combined report of the LUIGI
CILLI FUr-'D and the TOWN OF JAFFREY GENERAL V/ELFARE FUND.
Salance on Hand, December 31 , 1974 $ 439.21
Receipts
!
Trustees of Trust Funds $ 3,954.38
Town of Jaf frey 11, 000 . 00
Reimbursements for Aid 85.00
Welfare Reimbursements 50.00
Conant Indigent Fund 500.00
15,289.38
Expenditures ;
Treas., State of NH
.
, State
Aid and ATPD $ B , 025 . 30
Direct Relief for Town Charges .. 3 , 494 . 82
Salance on Hand, December 31 , 1974
Receipts ;
Trustees of Trust Funds $ 3,954.38
Reimbursements 85.00
Welfare Account 50.00








Direct Charges 3,491 . 8^-
Balance on Hand, Dec. 31, 1975 $ 797 . 7E
TG'.vN OF JAFFREY GENERAL WELFARE
FUr-'D
Balance on Hand, December 31 , 13^4 $ 438. 9F
Receipts ;
Town of Jaf frey
, 1 1 , 000 . PC
Expenditures : 'I5 -j ^ 438. 9E
Treas., State of NH , State Aid and
ATPD
^^ 0,025.30
Direct Relief for Town Charges.. 5 , 002 . 98 1 1 , 028
.
2i
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1975 $ AID. 7'
More money has been needed this year due to five Jaffrey
residents in Nursing Homes, and at one time during the year
we were paying five foster homes for care of Jaffrey Children
_gg_ CLAIRE C. MOORE
Overseer of Public Welfj
ANNUAL REPORT
REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
TO: The Honorable Board oF Selectmen,
JaFFrey, K'ew Hampshire
At the March 1957 Annual Town Meetinp, the majority
oF the voters accepted the enactment oF a "Land Use Flan"
and a "Wetlands Gr^dinance" . The Town oF JaFFrey was
divided up into Five districts: RuraJ , Residence A, Residence
B, General Business and Industrial.
A proposed 200 dwelling unit development resulted in
several public hearinos attended by a 1 arcie number oF
abutters, and meetinas were held with the Board oF Adjustment.
the Selectmen and the Assistant Town Counsel. The devel-
opers attempted to show that substantial construction had
commenced prior to the enactment oF the "Land Use Plan".
It was decided on April 28, 1975 that a non-conForming use
dis not exist.
In addition, twenty Four [24] applications For
subdivisions were approved, and two applications For
Discretionary Easements were approved. Four changes and
additions to the Land Use Plan were approved.
The Planning Board accepted with regrets the resigna-
tion oF Francis X. Quinlan as a Board Member. Atty . Quinlan
leFt the Board to accept the position oF JaFFrey Town Counsel.
Mr, Quinlan was replaced on the Board by Daniel T. GriFFin.
The Planning Board continues to hold regular monthly
meetinas on the second Monday oF each month at 8:00 P.M.
at the Courtroom in the JaFFrey Town OFFice Building.
RespectFully submitted,




December 31 , 1975
Honorable Board oF Selectmen,
JaFFrey, New Hampshire
The JaFFrey Conservation Commission submits its
report For the year ending December 31 , 1975.
Since the acceptance oF the Wetlands Ordinance by the
voters in March, our eFForts have been many and diversiFied.
The Commission has been successFul in bringing to the
public the importance oF the State "Dredge and Fill" laws.
The people oF JaFFrey have been complying with the laws
very well. This has kept the Commission busy reviewing the
many applications. We 3lso acted in an advisory capacity to
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the Board of Selectmen in gathering and presenting informat
relative to the Federal Flood Insurance Program. This
program was accepted by the voters of Jaffrey at the specia
election held in September 1975.
Early in the Spring the Commission enlisted the aid o
the U.S. Department of Agriculture in inspecting and assist
in the development of a master plan for Carey Park. Throug
the efforts of the Wildlife Propagation Association, Inc.,
we also have requested ideas and suggestions from the Game
Biologists at the N.H. Fish and Game Department in Concord.
The Commission gratefully accepts the yearly contribu
of the Lake Contoocook Area Preservation Association for t
maintenance and repair of Red Dam. Mr. J. J. Milano, of th
New England Division, Corps of Engineers, Waltham, Mass.,
inspected the dam and advised the Commission as to his
f indings
.
The Commission has assisted the Jaffrey Bicentennial
Commission in developing a lasting Revolutionary War monume
for the town. Thanks to the generosity of Mrs. Edith Forbe
and the combined efforts of the two commissions, Soldier's
Rock on the Mountain Road, is now a permanent reminder of
those who died in the American Revolution.
The Commission has cooperated with the Jaffrey Middle
School students and staff in their Carey Park Project,
"Look to the Mountain". The abandoned town road into the
park has been reopened and the culvert replaced. This is
just the beginning of work that will bring more use and enj
ment of this town recreation ares.
The Commission wishes to thank the Selectmen for thei
cooperation during the past year. Special thanks goes to
those who have volunteered their time and efforts in helpin
with our various projects. Because of them, our budget
is a rock bottom expense for the town.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Randy 1 P. Cournoyer , Jr., Chm
Jaffrey Conservat ion Commissi
POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
Jaffrey, N.H.




The Chief of Police of the Town of Jaffrey, herewith
submits his annual report for the year endina December 31 , 1.
1975.
REPORT OF REVENUE REMITTED TO THE TOWN TREASURER:




police Depar-bment Repor-t [Cont'd]
OFFENSES FDR WHICH ARRESTS
WERE MA DEj







AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER ;
Disorderly Conduct 7
Discharainp Firearms without a permit 1
Endangering the welfare of a child 1
False Fire Alarm 1
Intoxication 9
Manufacturing of a controlled drug 1
Possession of a controlled drug 1







V.'ilful concealment of merchandise 2
MOTOR VEHICLE I.AViS ;
Defective equipment 10
Depositing refuse on a public highway 2
Driving While under the influence 3G
Failure to display registration plates 1
Failure to yield right of way . 2
Leaving scene of an accident 4
Misuse of registration plates 1
Operating after revocation of license 2
Operating without a license 3
Operating without a valid license 1
Operating motorcycle without eye protection. 1
Operating unregistered motorcycle 1
Operating motorcycle without a license 1
Operating uninspected motor vehicle 7
Operating unregistered motor vehicle 4
Parking violation 1
Reckless operation 1
Solid traffic line violation G
Speeding 82
Stop sign violation 8
MISCELLANEOUS ;
Bench 'Warrant 2
Deserter [Armed Forces] 1
Federal Warrant 1
WARNINGS GIVEN FOR MOTOR VEHICLES VIOLATIONS :
Defective equipment 204
Driv ing after drinking 20
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Police Depar-tmerrt Report: [Cont'd]
Farkinn Violation 147
Speedinc 167
Stop Sipn violation 85
U-Turn violation 153
Miscellaneous 330
MISCELLA NEOUS CASES RECEI V ING POLICE ATTENTION :
AUTO ACCIDENTS :
Personal injury 19






Criminal mischief reported 22
Doors Found unsecured 1 64
Fire alarms responded to 12
General Investigations 15B
Money transfers 185
Motor Vehicles checked 395
Subjects locked up For other jurisdiction.
.
88
Theft reported .... 49
Untimely death investigation 2
Windows found unsecured 66
I wish to take this opportunity to express my
sincere thanks to the Board of Selectmen, other Town,
County and State Officials, and the Citizens and Merchants
of Jeffrey, for the cooperation given me, as Chief of Police
of the Town of Jaffrey, during the past year.







For -the year ending December 31 , 1975









Mut . Aid 1-1
1975
Feb. R Central 1-2- 3
It B RNW







Apr . 9 RNW 3-3-2
ti 18 RNW 3-3-3
If 29 RNW 3-3-3
If 29 Central 1-1
It 30 Central 1-2- 3
May IB Box 412
II 17 Box 412
II 18 Box 413
II 20 RNW 3-3-4
II 23 RNW 3-3-4
II 28 Box 112
II 30 Mutual Aid
June 3 RNW 3-3-4
II 10 Box 412
It 14 Central 1-2--3
II 23 RNW 3-3-2
II 24 Box 5-2-4
II 30 Rh!V.'
July 1 Central 1-2--3
II 7 RNW
II 19 Central 1-2--3
Aug . 3 Central 1-2--3
It 15 Box 524
II 15 Central 1-2--3
It IB RNW 3-3-2
Sept 17 Central 1-2--3
II 17 Box 1-1-2
Oct . 19 RN'A 3-3-3
It 23 Box 4-1-2
II 24 Box 4-1-3
II 24 Box 4-1-2
It 25 Still Alarm
Nov . 4 Still Alarm
It 12 Still Alarm
It 24 RNW 3-3-3
Dec . 4 Central 1-2--3
It 4 Central 1-2--3
II g Mutual Aid 1 -1

















































































EST I HATED REVENUES &. CREDITS
Interest L Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Rooms &. Heals Tax
Reimbs. a/c State and Federal Lands
Revenue from Timber Yield Tax Sources
Interest Received on Taxes
Bus, Licenses, Permits S^ Filing Fees -
Dog Licenses
i'iotor Vehicle Permit Fees
Rent of Town Property 8^ Equipment
Income from Trust Funds
District Court Receipts
Water Dept. -Bonds, Principal 8x. Interest









TOTAL TOWN, SCHOOL &. COUNTY APPROPRIATIONS
LESS BUSINESS 8. PROFITS TAX RIEMBS,
ADD WAR SERVICE TAX CREDITS
ADD OVERLAY





































The Selectmen of Jaffrey in the County of Cheshire and
State of New Hampshire, hereby give notice that they
delivered to Raymond J. Desmarais, Collector of Taxes, for
said Town of Jaffrey, a correct list of all taxes assessed
upon the residents and estates of the inhabitants of said
Town of Jaffrey for the year 1975, with a warrant in due







Justice of the Peace
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ALICE W. FODLE FUND REPORT FOR YEAR 1975
Ba lanc e on Hand , January 1 , 1 975 $ 1 55 . 32
Recei pts :
Student Loans Paid $ 5,010 00






New Loans to Students $ 2,427.00
Household Aid and Gifts 11,861 BB
J-R Tennis Courts 1 , 500 . 00
Flowers 47.25
Postage 41 .10
Villaqe Card Shoo 14.20
Thanksgiving Baskets 49 Bg
Services 1 20 . 00
IB, 060 B3
Balance on Hand, January 1 , 197B 7,306.64










1975 RECAPI TULA TION
CHECKING ACCOUNT : CCeneral]
Balance on Hand, Jan. 1, 1975 $ 1 , B72 . 5S
Receipts ;
Donations S Book Service $ 445.42
Withdrawals from
Passbook #8464 7,249.77
Reimbs. Wetherell Fund 1 , 04? . 50
Int. CDs, deposited direct 1,078.46
Reed, from Trustees 4,000.00
Check Returned 4g.50 1 3,859.65 '
$ 15,532.17^
Expendidures ; J
Books $ 4,207.71 '
Expenses 805.10 ;
Periodicals 712.77
Salaries 7, 251 .91
Supplies 1,946.83
^i^^^'-y ^^^-^^ 15,099 .87,
Balance in Checking Account, Dec. 31, 1975 $ 432.?^
BREAKDOWN OF EXPENDITURES ;
Books :
MacMillan Company $ 1 2 . 3E*|
Eastern Book Co. 2,111.41''
R.R.Bowker Co. 264. 9E^
Charles Scribner Sons 284.51
Educators Progress Service 26. 9C
National Geographic Society 24. 9E,
Steele's Book Store B.5C;
Ayer Press 49.8c
Doubleday Co., Inc., 104. 5E,
Grolier Education Corp. 1 54 . 6c
Education Guide Co. 8 . 5C
Valley Times 3.4'l
Lerner Publishing Co. 132. 7C,'
Reg. Center Educ . Training l3.2Cj
T. S. Denison Co. 43. 6^1
Bro-Dart Inc. 261. 3e,^
Peterborough Town Library 34.8!'
Fullett Lib. Book Co. 20.3-!
N.H. State Library 1 1 . Ot;
Encyclopedia Britannica 81. 4('
Major Books 21 . 9F
Henry Birfithis 71.0!
Nat. Baseball Congress 2.2!^
Litton Educ. Pub. Co. 38.0(1
Rodale Press 9.2:j
American Heritage 26.2({
U.S.News S World Report 26.21
The Toadstool 14.01
KHS Bicentennial Book 7.9!
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Ivilliam L. Bauhan, Inc., $ B . 22
Equity Publishing Corp. 80 . DO
Tower Publishing Co. 42.90
Howard T. Libby 11.10
Carol Rhoda Books 9.65
H. H. Wilson Co. 1 SB . 00
47207,71
Expenses ;
Spaulding Co. 7B . 7G
Earl E. Brodmerkle 35.00
G. H. Tilden, Inc., 14.00
Hagstrom's Key S Lock Service 12.50
American Library Association 9.00
Upstart Library Promotions 10.10
R. C. Woodman, Inc., 22.50
Emily G. Dusser Debarrenne 34.50
Bill Finney 3.50
Daniel Johnson 15.00
Lee W. Wald B3 . 00
N.H. Library Association 6.00
Shirley B. Burrage 58.39
Evelyn H Ruffle 13.00
Tewksbury's 25.00
Library Foundation of N.H. 10,00
Theater Resources for Youth 45.00
Chase Office Products 55.08
Sims Press, Inc., 32.00
Graphic Microfilm Inc., 23.97
Knoll Motel 18.00
Alfred L. Fontaine 7.00
Margaret Priest 55.80
Emerson Greenaway 1 25 . 00
805. 10
Periodica Is !
Mt . Washington Observatory 3.00
Boston Herald American 76.00
Natural History 15.00
Time 28.00
Horn Book Magazine 8.50
R.R. Bowker Co. 64.15
Union Leader Corporation 50.00
Illustrated London News 16.60
Bulletin Center for Kids Books R . 00
Highlights, Inc. 9.95
McCall's 11 .90




Sesame Street Magazine 5,00
Scienrific Magazine 12,00
House Beautiful 10,00








The National Observer 12.00
N.H, Times '' 'I -00
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Peirces of Peterborough [V.'etherell Reimbs.]
Belletete's, Inc.,
Steele's Book Store
Croteau Frame Shop [ '.Jet here 1 1 Reimbs.]







R. C. Woodman, Inc.,
Spaulding Co. , Inc.
,
N. C. Faught Co . [ Wetherel 1 Reimbs.]
American Business Systems
Smith Electric Co. [Vietherell Reimbs.]
Bindery ;
Dura Binding Co.




































































































Town of Jeffrey, 1975 Appropriation
Reimbursed fron Library Funds - Salaries
Unexpended Balance- Town Appropriation
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS IN HANDS OF TRUSTEES















Passbook #8464 - Monadnock National Bank ;
Balance on Hand, Jan. 1 , 1975
Receipts ;
Trustees of Trust Funds
Interest received on CDs.
Interest on Savings Account
Withdrawals
:
Transferred to Checking Account
Balance in Account Dec. 31, 1975
Other Savings Account in Hands of Trust ees








































Cert if icat es of Deposits :
Robinson
H. T. Blaine
M . B . V.'hitney
C. Gilbert





















































JaFfrey Public Library [Continued]
Report of Funds : [Cont'd]
Lawrence H. S Josephine B. Wethere l l Accounts :
SAVINGS BANK AC COUNT; PASSBOOK #£3941 :
Balance in Account :
Cn Hand - December 31, 1974 !
Receipts :
Interest Received







Transferred to Checking Account
Balance in Account :
On Hand, December 31, 1975
CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT ;
Certificate of Deposit - Dec. 31, 1974
Interest received on CD
CD Interest transferred to Sav . Acct,
CHECKING ACCOUNT ; PASSBOOK #23941
Receipts :
Transferred from Savinos Account:
Expenditures :
Reimbs. Jaffrey Lib. Gen. Fund
Carter VJoodruff
J Lptens Library Supply
" tt tt
The Highsmith Co. , Inc.
,
Peirces of Peterborough

























REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
For "the year ending
December 31, 1975
Volumes in the Library, Jan. 1, 1975 20,372
Volumes discarded 714
Volumes acquired during the year:
Adult non-Fiction 329 ^ . .
Adult fiction 1B1 -^
Junior non-Fiction 73
Junior fiction 103
Volumes ; ,ow in the Library 20,344
Number of paperbacks now in the Library 1 ,500
Number of recordings 354
Number of periodicals for which the
Library subscribes 69
Number of gift periodicals 13 , o "^
Number of books circulated:
Adult non-fiction B,200
Adult fiction ^ 13,216




Total Circulation sis 30,797
Requests for inter-library loans 471
Books borrowed from State Library/Service
Center 730
Number of films borrowed from the
State Library 85
Number of Story hours 49
=l« This figure indicated an increase of 2153






For the year ending
December 31, 1975
During 1975, the library has been open for a greater
number of hours, 3B?4 during each week, and it is hoped to
estend these hours to a regular daily pattern when funding
is avaiable. Children's services have been extended, and
the successful children's Summer Program run by Mrs. William
Schofield, has continued during the Fall. Arrangements are
being made for the Summer Program to be continued in 1976,
and Children's monthly film programs are being organized
in cooperation with the Civic Center. 84 children took
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part in the Summer Reading Program; the model of the
horse ride being kindly supplied by Patricia Packard, the
Nelson Librarian.
During the year, new equipment bought, consisted of
three [3] book trolleys, a typewriter, some shelving for
the basement, a book-return, and in January 197B, a larger
copier was ordered. Four [4] more pictures were sent for
renovation in December, and three [3] were completed earlier
in the year. In December, repairs became necessary to the




Flans for the renovation of the Library were drawn up
during the year, and work began in the Fall. Storm wirdows
have been put on all windows, and plumbing work has started'
in the basement. The whole area will be sealed, painted and
tiled, a de-humidifier installed, and a new rest-room and
janitor's room with a sink and closets for equipment added.
The basement area will have shelving around the walls for
storage of books and magazines, seating arrangements for
individual study, and space for displays. This work should
be finished in the Spring.
Future plans for the second floor to be renovated.
It is proposed to block off the end of the hallway to make
an office/Trustees room, which will ease congestion on the
first floor. The rest of the hall is to be divided up
into a study and display area for children and teen-agers,
with the children's room located upstairs, with new
furniture, shelving and carpeting. Further plans include
the addition of multi-media equipment in the present
Trustees' room, carpeting on the stairs, the installation
of safety doors throughout the building.
The final renovation will be to the first floor and
will include the addition of a kitchenette in the present
office, painting of the whole area, and the alteration of
the present children's room as a young adult reading room.
The estimated projected cost figure for the complete
remodeling of the public library will be $33,690.00,









Jaffrey Public Library Trustees
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COMMON TRUST FUND INVESTMENTS
NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
KEPORT OF COMMON TRUST FUND INVESTMENTS
City or Town JAFF.fffiI.....lS,H,
75
For Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 19
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report is complete and correct,
to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Trustees.
When to File: This report must be filed on or before March 1st.
Where to File: One copy to be filed with the Department of Revenue Administration.
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
REPOR'MF TRUST FUNDS
City or To^n^'y/.oVjV::/../^ ^(
For Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 19...-<. -^
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report is complete and correct,




When to File: This report must be filed on or before March 1st.
Where to File: One copy to be filed with the Department of Revenue Administration
One copy to be filed with the Attorney General.
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TOWN OF JAFFREY. N.H.
WATER WORKS REPORT





Purification System Structures 587.12
Garage 10,000.00
Other structures 3,904.20
Water supply equipment 18,969.69
District Hains-Cement linings 104,953.36
Purifications equipment 3,831.10
Transmission Mains 97,080.52










TOTAL FIXED ASSESTS % 855,499.42,
Special Funds;
Capital Reserve fund $ 525.56 ^
525.561
Current Assests;
Cash in the Bank, Savings Account $ 628.16
Cash in the Bank, Checking Account 4,400.82
Materials on hand 13, 368. 75'
Mdse. &. Labor Sales Receivable 302,66
Water Rents Receivable 1,713.56
Accts. Rec. ( CAC Extensions) 14.924.41 .
TOTAL CURRENT ASSESTS $ 31,305.92:
TOTAL ASSESTS: $ 887,330.901
LIABILITIES
Capital Liabilities:
Municipal Investments $ 134 . 574. 96 i
Total Capital Liabilities $ 134,574.96a
Current Liabilities: i
Notes Payable $ 219,788.23!!
Accounts payable 2,873.73^
Costs in Aid of Construction 29 . 838 . 39 '
Total Current Liabilities $ 252,500.35:;
Accrued Liabilities:
f
Depreciation Reserve $ 303.354.86
Total accrues liabilities $ 303,354.86;
SURPLUS;
Surplus $ 188.701.i:j
Total Surplus $ 188,701.1:
Profit $ 8,199.6C
TOTAL LIABILITIES ^r









Sales of Water-Commercial % 56,318.25
Sales of Vyater-Metered 18,958.72
Sales of Materials 96.13
Use of Equipment 150.00
Sales of Labor 203. 60








V^ater supply equipment 246.61
















Purification , Labor , Oper. &. Maint. 1,241.44
Misc. Labor 6.152.86
Total Water Supply Expenses $ 11,574.98
D istribut ion Expenses:
Superintendent $ (96.31)
Distribution Labor 3j_25D^5_5
Total Distribution Expenses S 3,154.24
R epairs and R enewals:
Repairs to Mains % 2,432.04
Repairs to Services 8,678,45
Repairs to Hydrants 4,163.55
Other Expenses
:
Comm. Supply &. Expenses S 4,522.71
Office Salaries &. Expenses 9,877.13
Other General Expenses 5,092.34
Truck Expenses 590 . 26
Total Rep., Revenue, 8. Expenses % 35,356.48
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 67,527.10








Sydney Austin $ 5.00 Arthur Gelinas $ 5.00
Daniel Johnson 45.65 City of Keene 24.00
Pauline Stevenson 5.00 Waty Taylor 5.00
Rene Taylor 5.00 United Auto 12.96
James A. Vorce 40.87 Steven Whitney 50.00
Katherine Cournoyer 63.45 Roland Chamberlain 10.00;
Walter Clark, Heirs 5.00 John A. Connare,Jr. 5.00
Robert L. Camaire 125.00 Berkshire Bldrs. 2625.21
Dorothy Badger 5.00 Jasper Brown 10.00
Stephen Buckley 16.90 D.D. Bean &. Son 46.00
Mrs. Carl Butler 65.00 Mae Deschenes 5.00
Eva Deschenes 21.00 Norman Peard 7.00
Everett Prescott 477.75
TOTAL RECEIPTS - $3,685.79
Aubuchon, Inc. 132.20 Belletetes, Inc. 13.39!
Baird, Donald 529.00 Badger Meter Co 1561.55^
BIF 232.55 B-B Chain Co. 36.00
Bean, D.D. 46.56 Boudrieau, W. 15.95
Burgoyne, Oliver 65.00 Christian, A.J. 2826. OOi;
Caldwell, George 979.38 Car-Go 82.73;
Danais, John 848.50 Dunning, Lloyd 255.00,
Evans L Devlin 78.85 Faught, Nelson 249.00
Fischer-Porter 171.13 Gagnon, Andre 1008.00
|
Gallup, Henry 503.67 Girouard, Claudia 22.00
j
Hartwell, Lois B. 3337.10 Internal Rev. Ser.l43.60|
Jaffrey Realty Corp. 250.00 Jaffrey Water Wks. 25.00
Letourneau Gas&,Oil 45.11 Lafreniere, Fran 300.00:
[lOore, Ray Motors 260.02 Mei, F. L Co. 173.76 '
Monadnock Ledger 149.00 Mond. Natl. Bank 1620.10*
New Eng. Tel. Co. 248.92 Ouellette, E. 6804.86'
Jaffrey PostOffice 450.00 Peirce , Peterboro 6.00 1
Prescott, Everett 4510.77 Transcript Office 62.50 i
Prescott, H.R. 477.75 Public Works Sply. 40.55j
Public Ser. Co. 1515.47 Morin, Albert J. 175. Do!
Savron Graphics 514,50 Sawtelle Electr, 16.40
Sawtelle, Donald K. 300.00 Sirois, George 300. OOj
Tilden, G.H. 425.35 Town of Jaffrey 8488.76,
Town of Jaffrey, Bonds 30000.00 Turner, C.A. 34.50;
Ti-5ales 315.00 Transcipt Ptg.Co. 15.00'
United Auto Supply 24.00 Water Works Sply 342. 17'
Wilson Construction Co. 9099.80










Bond Retirement Account - Dec. 1975
This account is on deposit at the MONADNOCK SAVINGS
BANK, Jaffrey, I\l . H . Deposit Book No. 21596
BALANCE in account, December 31, 1974 $1096.69
RECEIPTS:
Interest earned during the year 74.17
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Sales &. Interest Remittances Deeded Unpaid
Yr Unoaid 8. Cost Tax Int.ScCost to Town 12/31/75
74 34,120.41 965.65 27,039.46 965.65 115.27 6,965.68
73 5,082.49 365.48 3,042.62 365.48 103.53 1,936.34
72 576.56 148.73 387.31 148.73 93.57 95.68
71 128.05 20.00. 27.17 20.00 100.88
Total 41,407.37
UnrsrJeemed Taxes Lev.v of 1974 1973 1972 _19T1
Baird, John &. Barbara 231.05
Baird, Raymond &. Jane
Baker, Leonard &, Sandra 338.60












Evans, Richard Sr, ^c Joyce
Getzman, Donald
Hewett, Robert &. Irene
Martin, Henry &. Hazel
Paradise, Alfred &. Margaret
Pelkey, Lena




Webber, Andrew &. Patricia
Chouinard, Betty
Meldrum, David &. Gloria
Noble, Charles
Hubell, William &. Jean














Sweeney, Norman &. Patricia
82.34
1974
Kelley, William &. Anna
.19
John Humiston Post #1
1
1975
Allgood, Mack &. Donna
880.55
Ascani, Duvglio &. Eliz,
60.00
25.55
Baird, Donald &. Marie
170.25 30.00
Baird, James &. Lucille
480.52 60.00
Baird, John &. Barbara
221.56
Baird, Raymond &, Jane
336.49 30.00






















Burgoyne, Oliver &. Rita
652.00 30.00
Burke, William &. Bobbie
887.91
















Clapp, Frank &. Shirley
176.36






Converse, Clinton 5r. &. Rosalie
416.71












Davis, Charles &. Elizabeth
771.74 30.00






















Elliott, Gerald L Michelle
441,18 30.00
Evans, Marshall &. Cheryl
589.51 30.00

















Given, Aylmer Jr. &. Mary
200.28 30.00
Gordon, Donald &. Patricia
802o33
Grant, Bernard &. Roberta
536.63
Gravel, Henry Jr. &. Maureen
200.58




Guitard, Telesphore &, Marie
443.99




Hart, George &, Elizabeth
645.44 30.00
Hartwell, Richard &. Lois
30.00
Heil, Bernard 494.50




Holmes, Bernard &. Diane
790.97












Kelley, David 601,75 30.00









McFadden, Richard &. Barbara
430.01 30.00
Malboeuf, Richard L Mildred
78.66
Marceau, Paul &. Bernadette
126.73
Martin, Gerald &. Sandra
543.45 30.00
Martin, Henry &. Hazel
698. 5B
Martin, Keith &. Beverly
639.77
Martin, L. W. &. V. E.
76.91
Martin, Peter 482.89 30.00
MercuE, Albert 228.37





Morton, John &, Celeste
367.08 30.00
Motuzas, Joseph &. Evelyn
178.11
Murrin, Donald &. Jeannette
594.32 60.00
Nason, Ronald &. Marie
723.67 30.00
Nicolozzo, Bruno &. Marie
78.66
Noble, Charles L. J.
157.76
Noble, John 7.93
Norwood, Ernest &. Barbara
329.94 30.00
D'Neil, David &. Estelle
505.86 30.00
Ouellette, Adrien &. Alice
774.62 120.00
Panagiotes, Christine, Arthur &,
Anthony 916.39 55.00








Peard, Norman L Edith
168.69
Pelkey, Lena 347.42 30.00
Petruno, Donald &. Angela
916„39
Pibus, Harold &, Barbara
265.70








Record, Raymond &. Bertha
659.43
Roberts, Mary &. James
262.64
Rollins, Arthur &. Evelyn
225.93
Roy, Wilfred &. Arline
1406.70 55.00




Sasner, Edward 458.67 30.00








Shattuck, Daniel &. Marjorie
17.91
Shattuck, Daniel Jr. &. Travis
1147.56




Shepherd, Norris &, Katherine
437.65
Sirois, George &. Jeanne
1433.18
Smith, Amanda 1013.40 60.00
Smith, Harry &. Mary
6„99
Smith, John &. Weltha
1077.21










Sweeney, Norman L Patricia
234.67
Sweeney, Norman 108.38








Walker, Robert S. Mary
1 5 1 . 20
Ward, Leslie &, Marie
320.76
Webber, Andrew &. Patricia
852.59
Weeks, Joseph &, Ruth
21.85
West, Donald &. Jane
460.16
Whitcomb, Roger &. Debra &.
Milay, John S. Brebda
641.95
Wise, Cathleen 480,70
Wright, Walter L Donna
86.17
Young, Merrilyn 253,02
King Mfg. Co. 4089.45















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Symonowicz, Michael JrWillis, Jane




























































































































































































"I hereby certify that the above list showing the names and
amounts due from each delinquent taxpayer as of December 31
,
1975 to be correct to the best of my knowledge and belief."





January 1, 1975 to July 31, 1975
I, Cash Receipts:
A-Total receipts, fines and forfeitures
received during year S"! 7, 374.00
E-Small Claims:
Total receipts from entry fees, executions
and other income 245,60
C—Civil Cases;
Total receipts from entry fees, sales of vjrits,
executions, and other income 183,74
Total Cash For The Year Ending July 31, 1975 $17,803,34
II. Disbursements:
A, -Total amount paid State S7,328,50
B. -Total amount paid municipality 6,600.00
C. "Total amount paid for court expenses, blood test
and witness fees etc, 769.50
D, -Total amount paid for operating expenses 689.12
E. -Balance, Cash on Hand, July 31, 1975 2.416.22
Total Disbursements 117,803.34





TO: THe Honorable Board oF Selectmen
jaFFrey, N' . H .
Hearwith is the report oF the Health DFFicer For the
Town oF JaFFrey For the year ending December 31, 1975.
Investigations made by Health DFFicer:
Town Water Complaints 23
Firvate Vvater Inspections 31
Reoortable Diseases 47
Reportable Diseases Quarantined None
Doa Bites 7
Cat Bites None
Wild Animal Bites 4
Dead Animals Removed 1B
Sewer Complaints 57
Sewer Investigations B3
Investigations For State IB
Inspections For State [Leach Fields] 18
Smoke Complaints - 8
Garbaoe Complaints [Various] 13
Unsanitary Living Conditions 3
Warnings Issued For Above 3
Homes closed For Above Reasons None
Dump Inspections 44
Rat Control - Poison Dump - . , . .• 4
Store Inscections B2
Beach Inspections 9
Assisting Other Departments From Out oF Town 3
Health CertiFicates Issued 24
Inspections oF Homes For State 5
Inspection oF F'onds and Rivers [For Sewerage] 27
EnForcement oF Sewer Laws 8
Court - Child WelFare 1
RespectFully Submitted,
JOHN G. NEIL,
Health OfFicer, JaFFrey, N
95
ANNUAL REPORT
REPORT OF THE JAFFREY RECREATION COMMITTEE - 1975
As Town Meeting for 1 976 Fast approaches we cannot
help but reflect on the year's past events that lay
within the scope of our responsibilities and wonder
how much more could be done?
Sure, there were over 150 participants in swim classes
arid water activities, water skiing and canoeing, an
early winter life saving program at the Bible Conference
Pool . And ... A Red Sox game, bike hikes. Mountain
climb, a corn roast outing and activities, rain or
shine, throughout the summer months. Then there's
the ice rink which was whipped into shape providing
a couple mornings a week hockey instruction and
pia.ying, and evenings and weekends open skating. Thus
the G to 18 year olds are fairly set when school
activities aren't taking up their time.
But, what about the folks in the 19 to 99 age group
during the September to May months? Could we create
team sports activities - basketball, volleyball,
hockey-or individual athletic achievement possibilities -
boxing, karate, gymnastics, or physical fitness classes,
chess competition, an apple blossom tour, offer a
standard first aid course? With the proper direction,
these and many, many other activities encompassing all
age groups are possible. The best probable approach
we see
:
"To operate effectively, a director, with
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TOWN OF JAFFREY, N. H.
APRIL 1, 1975
Description and Value Acres BIdg.
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Archambault, Roland
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Arcudi, Louise V.
Ark, The, Inc.
Arnold, Ralph W. &.
Delia M, (Vet)




Ascani, Elio A. &.
Florence A.
Ascani, Margiorinio
5. &. Lorraine M.
Athy, James M. &.
Mary Ellen
Aucoin, Elmer E, &.
Tina M.
Aucoin, Brent A. &.
Paula M.
Austermann, George
S. & Eleanor S.
Austin, Alice F.
Austin, Pauline (V)
Austin, Robert M. &.
Helen C. (Vet)





Bacon, Alden H. (V)
Bacon, Charles W.
Ill &. Jeanne
44 Cross Street (S)










175 River Street (5)
90 River Street (S)
30 Ridgecrest Road (S)
IB Oak Street (5)
85 Old Peterboro Road (S)
34 Stratton Road (S)
Squantum Road (5)






























































































&, Betty J. (Vet)
Ball, Justin &. Lily








Bean, D.D. Sons Co.








17 Juniper Street (S)
69 River Street (5)
Squantum Road
78 North Street (S)




49 School Street (S)
Chadwick Road
Howard Hill Road (S)
Squantum Road
Howard Hill Road






Off Main Street (S)
Main Street JC










































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Bean, Laura Evelyn Off Main Street (S) 5370. 32470.
Bean, Delcie D. Jr.,
Vernon J. , Helen B
Krause &. Vivian A
Ellison Off Main Street 810. 7370.










Off Main Street JC







Bearce, Mary K. Fitzwilliam Road 1380. 19970.'
Beaulieu, Elize M.
(Vet) (E)
71-73 Old Peterboro Road (S) 1750. 9400,
Beauvais, Charles H, Amos Fortune Road 6910















59 Ridgecrest Road (5) 1500. 13260 :
Bsllefleur, Richard
8. Helen M.
13 Spruce Street (S) 1100. 6870






L Judith A. (Vet)
Turnpike Road (S) 1830. 16670^
Belletete, Henry J.
8. Edith V.
61 Old Peterboro Road (S) 1930. 10900
Belletete, Homer J.
& Louise B.
32 Bradley Court (S) 2350. 18530
Belletete, J. Oren 8
Louise J. (Vet)
Turnpike Road (S) 2570. 2572C
Belletete, Marie E.




Hillcrest Road 1200. 1653C
Belletete, Reynold





































Description and Value BIdg.
Bemis, Earl R, &.
Jane M.
Benedek, George
Bennett, Fred C. &.
Irene
Berardi, Aldo Jr. ,&.
Mary
Bergeron, Lionel R.
Sr.5 &, Shelia 5.
(Vet)











8. Eleanor V. (V)
Bibeau, Joseph &.
Rosilda (E)









Blair, Arthur G. 8.
Estelle M. (Vet)
Blair, Frank J. &.
Gloria E.
Blair, Ida R.


































































NAME Description and Value Land BIdg.
Blais, Michael M.
Blais, Wilfred J. L
Aldia J. (Vet)
Blake, Selwyn, Heler












Bolles, George H. &,
Marie E.
Bosley, Eva E. (E)
Bosley, Thomas J. &,
Edith M.
Bosse, Morman C. &,
Danielle U,
Bosse, Norman W. &.
Marion L. (Vet)
Bosworth, Frank M.














178 North Street (S
River Street
Old County Road
St. Jean Street (S




37 Pine Street (S)
Adams Street
96 Old Peterboro Road (S)
Squantum Road
Gilson Road
15 Birch Street (5)
6 Fir Street (S)
Burrington Court (5)
3 Parent Street (S)
Thorndike Pond
Mountain Road
170 Old Peterboro Road
180 Old Peterboro Road
If II II
86-88 North Street (S)
12 Oak Street
Hillcrest Road






























NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
: urqUB, Leo J. &.
Bertha B. (Vet)
161 Stratton Road (S) 2390. 19900.
1 urque, Olive M.
(Vet)
260 Main Street (S) 410. 7180.
1 utin, Ronald A. &.
Mary T.
!
Kevin Lane 2730. 14260.








] utwell, Ronald J.
&. Jean M.
Sawtelle Road 11 1950. 12890.
iwers, William V. Old County Road 72 4950.




321 Main Street (S) 2480. 9740.
: ockley, John Annett Road 820. 4850.











M. &. Dorothy P.
Dublin Road 1390. 3550.
een, Raymond Poole Road 5 1630.
ennan, Arthur E.
&. Genevieve C. (V)
Hunt Road 1370. 14560.
odmerkle. Earl E.
L Helen M.
15 Bradley Court (S) 3020. 15030.
.-odmerkle, Helen H.
(Vet)
40 Bradley Court (S) 6230. 20370.
rooks, Waino &,
Olga F. (Vet)
48 Pine Street (5) 2190. 9210.
ooks, William F.
&. Alyce L. (Vet)
4 Birch Street (S) 1150. 8070.










•own, Jasper B. &,
Helena L.
147 North Street (S) 1330. 8420.
own, Lawrence W. 122 Stratton Road (S) 1980. 11550.
:own, W. Lyle 8.
-Abbie 5.
25 Aetna Street (S) 9B0. 12640.
7.
NAME Description and Value Land BIdg.
Bruder, Timothy L.




Bryant, John T. &.
Marianna F. (Vet)
Bryant, Robert 5, &.
Joyce C.

















Burke, William A. &.
Bobbie J.












151 Old Peterboro Road






















21 Aetna Street (S)
138 Highland Avenue
13 Stratton Road (S)













































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Butler, Hazel M, ( E) 13 Stratton Road (5) 2780. 10000.
Butler Music &. Amuse
ment Co.
( 154 Main Street (5) 3840. 17740.
Butler, Roda J. Emery Road 950. 14310.
Butler, Victoria L.
(Vet)
River Street 960. 5680.










Camire, Robert L. &.
Linda R.
Contoocook Road 1020.
Camp Iro, Inc. Frost Road 16900. 14910.
Campbell, Henry A.
(Vet)
40 School Street (S) 195D. 11940.
Cann, Frederick B.
(Vet)
Gilmore Pond Road 5070. 13140.
Caron, Emile L. 5r. 167 North Street (S) 490. 7620.
Caron, Emile L. Jr.,
i Ellen L. (Vet)
Gilmore Pond Road (S) 2700. 10030.
Caron, Ernest G. &.
Martha W.
116 Old Peterboro Road 2540. 7170.
Caron, Frederick J.





Carson, Robert G. L
Barbara H.
Turner Road 11 820.
Carter, H.C. &. Lou- Gilmore Pond Road (S) 3440. 46260.
ise
Carver, Alvin F. &.
Hazel M.
Hillcrest Road (S) 4630.
CE-NY Corp. Prospect Street 84 6850. 10230.
Cederholm, John L.
&. Else J.
Peabody Hill Road li 1640. 13780.
Chalke, Richard E.
&. Caroline E.
59 Squantum Road (S) 1510. 6890.
Chamberlain, Dorothy Prospect Street (5) 1950. 10390.
Chamberlain, Earl R,
J. 8. Carol F.
Old Fitzwilliam Road 2 500.
Chamberlain, George
R. L Rita M.
Prospect Street (5) 1790. 9580.
Chamberlain, Hazel T 130 Stratton Road (S) 1000. 6140.
9.
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Chamberlain, Marcus
F. L Sally E.
Thorndike Pond Road 5 1590.
3900. 11820.
Chamberlain, Ralph
R. 8. Eva H.
39 Cross Street (5) 410, 5280.
Chamberlain, Robert
M. L Mary L.
Thorndike Pond Road 2180.
Chamberlain, Sterl-
ing E. &. Sheila J
Hadley Road 1000. 6010.
Chamberlin, Emma N. 150 Stratton Road (S) 1530. 12080.
Champney, Theron N,
Heirs of
Fitzwilliam Road 3 2680. 3570.
Charland, Mary E. 179 North Street (S) 1190. 12590.
Charlonne, Joseph F
&. Cynthia A. (Vet
1 Harling Street 2860. 12610.
Charlonne, Joseph L
L Rita A. (Vet-2)
27 Squantum Road (5) 1200. 13200.
Chase, Martha C. Cutter Hill Road 3 3850. 21310.
Cheney, Elinor C. Thorndike Pond 9020. 3380.
Cheshire National
Bank
Old Peterboro Road 27 3360. 47800,
Cheshire Oil Co. 36 River Street . (5) 5440. 30580.




24 Spruce Street (5) 960. 7800.
Chouinard, Ruth P. Old Peterboro Road 8 4170. 13760.
Chouinard, Betty A.
(Vet)
Prospect Street (S) 1440. 15620.
Christian, Alfred J
L Olive R.
46 Prospect Street (S) 2180. 12790.
Christian, Alonzo J
8. Barbara H. (Vet)
Hillcrest Court (5) 1070. 13590.
Christian, Arthur J
&. Evelyn L.
177 North Street (S) 1170. 8670.
Christian, Edward J
&. Delina M.












Christian, Homer L. 27 St. Jean Street 1910. 4140.
10,
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Christian, Joseph L
L Dorothy H. (Vet)
40 Aetna Street (S) 1260. 15670.
Christian, Katherine Forest Park 5440.
Christian, Maurice ^
&. Alice R. (Vet)
195 Peterboro Street 2370. 9660.
Christian, Reney D.
&. Amy M. (Vet)
94 Charlonne Street (S) 2100. 8740.
Christian, Robert J.
&. Dianne L.
Squantum Road 1580. 8370.
Christian, Vernon A
Loretta H.
7 Parent Street (5) 830. 9710.
Cieslik, Adolph Thorndike Pond 1 3590. 4130.
Cilley, Richard (V) Skyline Drive 1720. 16950.
Cipolla, Roland H.
















143 Stratton Road (S) 3690. 8570.
Clark, Francis C. &.
Janet C. (Vet)
113 Turnpike Road (S) 2200. 9740.











15 Forcier Way 900. 4130.
Cloutier, Felix A.
L Barbara M. (Vet)
148 River Street (S) 1110. 5250.
Cloutier, Rose G.(E) Old Peterboro Road 590. 1770.
Cloutier, Veronica 38 Parent Street (5) 2530. 5530.
Cobb, Jessamine Trotting Park Road 5280. 4410.
Cochrane, Helen N. Howard Hill Road (S) 2680. 12840.
Cochrane, Lawrence







&. Mildred B. (Vet)
Parsons Lane JC 8 5250. 16610.







Coll, Archie L. Jr.
f^ Hplpn
Old Sharon Road 43 8310. 23240.
11.
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Coll, Arthur J. L Tyler Hill Road (S) 23 5430. 14200.
Gladys P. 64-66 Main Street 3010. 23190.
Coll, Kenneth Tyler Hill Road (5) 1300. 12160.
Coll, Philip W. 8. 161 North Street (S) 6i 2200. 8400.
Catherine S.
Coll, Thomas J. Tyler Hill Road (S) 1140. 9400.
Colleron, Ellen V. 8 Gap i-'iountain Road 10 2130. 6350.






Off Fitzwilliam Road 9 90.
Compton, Iiargaret H He Coy Road 35 3890. 14540.




Thorndike Pond 8 3720.








5r . , L Rosalie A.
(Vet)





Cota, Ernest M. &.
Arline J. (Vet)
Courchene, Hector J

























































NAME Description and Value Acres LancJ BMg.
lournoyer, Philip J
&. Paulette
58 Stratton Road (5) 3800. 12980.
Cournoyer, Randyl P
Jr. , L Patricia H
72 Old Peterboro Road (5) 2240. 16490.
Zrabtree, Edward M.
&. Marie C.
Mc Coy Road 5 1250.
Crane, Clayton H. &.
Anita G. (Vet)
28 Stratton Road (S) 1080. 15070.
Craven, Stephen V,
8. Diana (Vet)
Burrington Court (5) 1450. 14330.











Hadley Road 1660. 4270.
Croteau, Gary 0. &.
Patricia M. (Vet)
Old Peterboro Road 570. 11000.
Croteau, Weltha F. 60 Charlonne Street (S) 2080. 11940.
Crowell, Arnold W.











58 Prospect Street (S) 3200. 13590.
Cunningham, Richard
E. L Jane M.
Meeting House Road (S) 3090. 12480.
Cashing, Ragnhild M Forest Park 7270.



















Cutter, Mildred 48 Turnpike Road (5) 2770. 8430.










Deschenes, Amedee C 182 North Street

























NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
(Cont)
Deschenes, Eva C. Amos Fortune Road 2i 4000.
iMichigan Road 5 2500.
Lake Contoocook 3950.
Howard Hill Road and (5)
Squantum Road (5) 25 28830.
II II 3330.
Michigan Road 2D 5530.
74 River Street (S) 271D. 10770.
77 River Street (5) 1810. 7750.
Amos Fortune Road 4200. 8900.
Michigan Road 125 7600.
Baldwin Court 1000. 230.
Lincoln's Corner Road 1160.
II II 11 23 4400. 140.
217 Main Street (S) 3930. 11790.
Deschenes, Horace M. Fitch Road 68 7420. 11690.
Heirs of
Deschenes, Joseph A. 134 Stratton Road (5) 2410. 12480.
8. Mae J. White Road (5) 960. 5080.
II 11 (S) 960. 3130. 1
Deschenes, Joseph T. Did Peterboro Road 2D 1770.
Deschenes, P. Edwarc 60 Charlonne Street 352D. 8920.
&. Mary 5.
Deschenes, Rachel S. Blake Street (S) 2340. 3320.'
54 Blake Street (5) 3000. 20200.:
45 Charlonne Street (5) 1780. 11520.,
Deschenes, Paul L. Did Peterboro Road 158 7460. 16800.;
(Vet) •









74 Stratton Road (S) 3700. 13500.
1
Dana, Edward Gilmore Pond Road 3i 7460. 15580.
''




Dandrow, M. Cather- Gilmore Pond 8 22420. 29420.
5
ine
Danforth, Everett 0. Brendan Drive 2180. 12980..
&. Caroline W. (V)
..
Daniels, Leo M. &. 180 Stratton Road 2260. 18850.,-
Velma R. Lawrence Street 2450.
Daniels, Leo M. 8. 60 Peterboro Street (S) 2620. 22430.,
Odana P.
















Davis, Peter B. Adm.
Davis, Peter B. &.
Barbara B.
Day, John A. &. Mary
E.
Day, Roland J. (Vet)
Day, Gerald J. L
Kathleen G. (Vet)

















&. Mary E. (Vet)
Derby, Charlotte 5.
























Off Gilmore Pond Road
Old County Road
132 Main Street (S)
Thorndike Pond Road






















































W. L Rachel J.
(Vet-2)
Devens, Ronald VJ.










Diab, Joseph P. &.
Veronika
Diamondtopoulas,





ando L Norma A.
(Vet)
46 Pinecrest Road (S)
5-9 Turnpike Road (5)
Dublin Road
8 Prospect Street (S)
Off Mountain Road
11 School Street (S)
227 North Street (S)
29 Ridgecrest Road (S)
103 Old Peterboro Road (S)
Cheshire Street (S)
Squantum Road
13-15 Ridgecrest Road (S)
Pinecrest Road . (S)
13 Oak Street (S)
17 Oak Street (S)
124 Main Street (S)
17 Cross Street (S)
Sunnyfield Drive (S)
93 Charlonne Street (S)
Parsons Lane
330 Main Street (S)
Sawtelle Road
Paradise Lane
59 Stratton Road (S)






























NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
/Dionne, Paul F. &.
Patricia E.
104 River Street (S) 1480. 10560.
(Dishong, George W.
&, Eva T. (Vet)
Bryant Road 5 3600. 21930.
Donahue, Mary G. (V) 15 Aetna Street (5) 1100. 13360.
iDonegan, Neil W. &.
June
Eastwood Drive 2350. 24050.
iDonovan, Richard H.
L Betty J.
Mountain Road 4 1450. 23690.










Draper, James 5. Jr. Gilmore Pond 25 12700. 29400.
Draper, Paul A. Gilmore Pond 6820. 13820.
Draper, Ruth M. Gilmore Pond 20780. 14260.
Drew, Leslie W. &.
Doris E. (Vet-2)
93 Turnpike Road (S) 1640. 13590.
Drinker, Suzanne A. Main Street JC (S) 2800. 9720.
Druzinski, Evelyn F, 105 Turnpike Road (S) 1740. 13980.
Dubois, Philip M. &.
Jennifer L.









L Freda M.(V) ( E)
40 Oak Street (S) 1070. 3640.




Duncan, George B. Old County Road 74 1950.
'iDunham, Maynard A.
L Violet C.
Main Street JC (5) 7110. 21320.












iDupuis, Aldie G. &,
Grace L. (Vet)
Rindge Road 20 1500. 10400.
iDurand, 5r. ,Rene A
8. Rita F. (Vet-2)
112 Peterboro Street (5) 2100. 16430.
iDuval, Edith C.(V) 78 Ridgecrest Road (S) 580. 10300.
iiDuval, Gilborn Sto Jean Street 620.
17.
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Duval, Gilborn &. 14 St. Jean Street (S) 610. 8110.
Eva B.
Duval, J. August L 30 Ellison Street (S) 3370. 16910.
Charlotte I.(V)
Duval, John H. S. Adams Street 640. 14250.
Marianne (Vet)
Duval, Rene A. &. 125 River Street (S) 2890. 10960.
Leonie
Duval, Roderick A. 11 Grove Street (S) 1020. 6210.
L Elizabeth
Duval, Thomas D. S. 46 Goodnow Street (5) 450. 7280.
Jacqueline (Vet)
Dyer, Hazel A. Off Howard Hill Road 1150. 10630.
Eaves, Alton C. S. Lincoln's Corner Road 4 2400. 1440.
Jean A. (Vet)
Eaves, Barbara A. (V) Emery Road 3 970. 17290.
Eaves, Elmer H. Bryant Road 37 3270.
Estate of II II 3 930.
Eaves, Elinor R. Main Street li 1990. 17C70.
'
Eaves, Georgia L.(V) 54 River Street (5) 2810. 19040.
Eaves, Howard B. &. 142 Old Peterboro Road 1060. 14260.
Jean L. Lincoln's Corner Road 11 3790. 8020.
Eaves, Norman B. Lehtinen Road 79 2760. 6190.
It II 38 2180.
Eaves, Ray D. L Off Old Fitzwilliam Road 12i 120. iRosanna Lincoln's Corner Road 5 800.
1
Eaves, Timothy Squantum Road (5) 500. 5540.'
Ecklund, Eric 0. L Mountain Road 1080. 9020.;
Alice E.
Eddy, John W. L 55 Dak Street (5) 1240. 7590.:
Vickie L.
Edwards, Bruce R, &. Old Keene Road 1380. 8400,
June E.
Eifert, Gerald R. 8. Contoocook Road 390. 1850
;
Florence A.
Elenora Garden Apts Tyler Hill Road (5) 3 3770. 45500
Emery, Gilbert C. Boat 900
Elite Laundry Co. 27 Laundry Road (S) 1920. 19500
Inc. 12 (5) 1200. 9920! ,
Rear 106 Peterboro St. (S) 570. 3090; 1
106 Peterboro Street (S) 1690. 9830 : i
18.
1 NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Elliott, Elsie M. (V) Lincoln's Corner Road 1 1050. 12240.
Elliott, Gerald G.
S. Michele A. (V)
Hillcrest Road (5) 1740. 950G.
.Elliott, Kenneth W.
&. Paula A. (Vet)
Lincoln's Corner Road 1630. 12020.
[Ellis, Edmund J. L
Beatrice M.
169 River Street (S) 920. 7270.
EEllis, Leona Y. 94 Webster Street (S) 900. 6500.
EEllis, Vernon C.(V) 113 Webster Street (S) 620. 6280.
(Ellison, Vivian A. Main Street (5) 4480. 29040.
EEly, David A. &.
Priscilla M. (Vet)
Squantum Road 1460. 9090.






'Emery, Laura M. &.
. Rose M. (E)
160 River Street (5) 1230. 10820.
1 English, Margaret B. Gilmore Pond 6 21350. 17130.
[English, Jennifer L, Fitzwilliam Road 10 200.
! Engvall, Esther Meeting House Road 1440. 13330.
1 Ernlund, Carl H. L
Lucy H.
Mountain Road 8 3050. 15660.
' Evans , Agnes H. 8.
Lesley K. Mickey
86 Peterboro Street (5) 4590. 8850.
Evans, Marshall G.
&. Cheryl G.
Howard Hill Road (S) 2770. 10720.
1 Evans, Rachel P. S.
Llewellyn T.
Main Street JC (5) 5400. 19150.
Evans, Richard C.
5r., Joyce A.(V)




























Old Fitzwilliam Road 6^/3 2230. 4940.
Fanning, Richard J.
&. Beverly L.
Rindge Road 60 3500.
19,





Feeley, Hugh J. L
Patricia










Field, Agnes M. (Vet)
Field, John D. (Vet)
Field, Joseph &.
Martha N. (Vet)
Fields, Alfred P. S.
Laura B. (Vet)
Finan, Emma G. (Vet,
Fish, Charles H.
Fish, Daniel E.
Fish, Fred H. &.
Bertha M.
Fish, George F, 5r,,
&. Lillian











A n g p 1 i n
a






304 Main Street (S)
Rindge Road
Lacy Road
259 Main Street (S)
Rindge Road
124 North Street (S)
Gilmore Pond Road (S)
Fitzwilliam Road

















































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Fontain, Alfred L.
&. Blanche A. (V)
52 Lawrence Street (5) 1270. 14150.
Farrell, Robert L.
&, Jean M.
Squantum Road 4490. 10060.








L 5ylvia E. (Vet)












&. Rita J. (Vet)
17 Blake Street (S) 2300. 13930.
Forcier, Frederick
J. &. Pauline B.
(Vet)
Old Fitzwilliam Road 2i 2300. 17330.
Forcier, Homer J.
&. Frances J. (V)
Burrington Street (S) 960. 16390.
Forcier, Rene J. &.
Adelaide B.(V-2)
Hillcrest Court (S) 1580. 21070.
Forcier, Rene J. &.
Adelaide B.









Forry, David L. &,
Kathryn C. (Vet)
Squantum Road 1 1860. 15020.
Forstrom, Ronald E.
&. Elvira F.(Vet)
Burrington Court (5) 2290. 14680.
Foster, Katharine A Thorndike Pond 5750. 3720.
Fournier, Albertine
(Vet) (E)
36 Grove Street (5) 1340. 4910.
Fournier, Wilfred A Boat 1900.
Fournier, Bertrand
L Pauline M.(V)
Hillcrest Road (5) 1480. 12430.
Frome, Donald M. Thorndike Pond 11340. 4880.
Gagnon, Andre P. &,
Betty I. (Vet)
Lacy Road 1 1640. 4240.
Gagnon, Elieanna Rear 54 Peterboro Street 2400.
Gagnon, Joseph &.
Josephine
Lacy Road 12i 2320. 5610.
21.
Description and Value Land BIdg.
Gagnon, Silas &. Ann
Gallup, Henry 5. &.
Diana 5,
Garfield, Curtis F.































Gidley, John R. &.





















































































Given, Aylmer H. Jr
5. Mary T. (Vet)
Glavey, Alfred F. &
Estelle M.
Gobeil, Daniel E.
6. Amy A. (Vet)













Gould, Sarah W. &.
Jones, Anita M.
u Gourd, David T. &.
Grace B.
Gove, Stanley J. &.
Dianne L. (Vet)












































































Description and Value BIdg.
Grant, Clara 5.





Greene, Walter F, L
Eunice C.
Greene, Thayer A.

















&. Nancy T. (Vet)
Grodin, Richard A.
L Edith L. (Vet-2)
Grummon, Daniel N.
L Cheryl R. (Vet)
Grummon, Louise T.
Grund, Margaret E.
&. Gustafson , Carl
Guillaume, Edward H
L Mary J. (Vet)
Slade Road






Off South Hill Road
















































































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Guillaume, Marion Z
(Vet)
134 Old Peterboro Road 1440. 12430.
Guitard, Telesphore
L Marie 0.
Trotting Park Road 2770. 7390.
Gummerson, Winifred
N. (Vet)
Harkness Road (S) i 1400. 4090.
Hackett, Beatrice
(Vet)
38 Cross Street (5) 520. 7280.
Hackler, R. John L
Helene G.














Hadley, M. Isabelle Squantum Road 3 1160. 8100.
Hagerman, David F.
L Marie B. (Vet)
Prospect Street (S) 1650. 18020.
Haider, Karl G. &.
Monika
34 Forcier Way 1620. 15520.
Halbedel, William R
&. Rita M.
35 Grove Street (S) 1110. 8200.
Halfpenny, James T.
L Pauline R. (V)
225 River Street 1290. 10500.
Hall, Violetta M. Harkness Road 12i 2580.
Halper, Lorna Thorndike Pond Road 7 1960.
Hamilton, Charles H Main Street JC (S) 3950. 22520.
Hamilton, Mary C.E. 51 River Street (S) 1960. 12190.
Hamilton, Sylvia J. Proctor Road 60 6880.
Hamlen, Charles R.
Heirs of
Mountain Road 10 2150. 6310.
Hamlen, Richard K. Mountain Road 73 6440. 37810.




















Jr. , &. Jean L.
Erin Lane 2860. 18400.
25.













Hanson, Ellis P. (V)
Hanson, Ingeborg L.
(Vet)
Harling, Elsie I . (E)
Harris, John W.
Harrsen, Frederick
P. &. Grace R.(V)
Hart, Charles F. L
Adelyn B. (Vet)
Hart, George F. S^
Elizabeth A.
Hart, George A. L
Helen R. (Vet)
Hartwell, Freddie A
&, Carol A. (Vet)
Hartwell, Richard R
L Lois B. (Vet)
Harvey, Herbert H.
Sr., (Vet)
Harvey , H. , Inc
.







144-148 North Street (5)







1 Sunnyfield Drive (S)
Lacy Road
Main Street &. Sawtelle Rd.(S)
Mountain Road





60 Ridgecrest Road (S)
South Hill Road
10 Birch Street ^5)
98 Peterboro Street (5)
Old Peterboro Road
Gilmore Pond Road (S)
2 Maple Street (5)
Pinecrest Road (S)






























Hayes, John E. &,
Mary J.
Haynes, Grace P.(\/)
Haynes, Harold L. &.
Winifred J. (Vet)
Hazel, Frank W. L
Alice M.
Hazen, Robert R. L
Jean A.










&. Ma rj oris A,
Hermanson, Carl 5.
L Ann (Vet)


















17 Baldwin Court (S)
Pinecrest Road (S)
River Street































































93 Squantum Road (S) T 1590. 11830.
Hillcrest, Home Inc Hillcrest Road (5) 2390. 22330.
Hillman, Helen M. Fitzwilliam Road 8 3290. 4210.
Hillsmith, Clara H.
L Fannie
Thorndike Pond 3330. 14530.
Hollister, Harriet Old Fitzwilliam Road 193 15240. 38080.
Holmes, Bernard G.
8. Diane L.
Thorndike Pond 7250. 10850.
Horton, Joyce Brown Thorndike Pond 17 11700. 6580.
Hosking, Howard E.
&. Elfrieda J.
Old Peterborough Road 940. 14060.




Howard, Dixie K.(V) Mountain Road 10 3200. 24020.
Hrones, John Lake Contoocook 8660. 5360.
Hubbard, John V. Gilson Road 2570. 11500.
Huckle, Edward E.
L Elsie D.
155 River Street (S) 1480. 6260.
Huggett, William W.
L Catherine (V)
Kevin Lane 2170. 15560.
Hunt, Hazel J. (V) 56 Squantum Road (5) 2820. 11390.
Hunt, James &. Susan Main Street JC (5) 3/4 860. 6150.
Hunt, Leon H. 32 Prospect Street (5) 2110. 11810.







Hunt, Virginia V). Bryant Road 3/4 2100. 5440.
Hurd, Ronald W. (V) Contoocook Road 1120. 4850.
Hurlin, Priscilla P Thorndike Pond 11810. 7430.
Hyatt, Cecile P. 158 Old Peterborough Road 920. 7480.
Jack, William H. Jr
L Betty 5.
Shaker Road 38 + 870.
Jackson, William L.
&. Janet I.











NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.








Jaffrey Reservoir Flowage Rights &, Dam 15900.
Corp.




20 Prospect Street (S) 1770. 22360.
Jaibert, Robert P.
&. Carolyn 5. (V)
168 North Street (S) 1200. 8330.










Jewell, Dexter L. &. Gilson Road 2150. 8970.
Susanna M.
Johanson, Lillie M. Lincoln's Corner Road 125 4840. 8620.
Johanson, Sven A. Frost Road 38 970.





































140 Highland Avenue (S) 1480. 18790.
Johnson, Elizabeth Turnpike Road 12 2370. 5230.
Johnson, Everett W.
&. Sylvia M.(Vet)
114 Webster Street (5) 980. 11530.
Johnson, Janet H. Thorndike Pond Road 4260. 18240.
Johnson, John A. &.
Evelyn L. (Vet)











Jones, Alice P. Mountain Road 90 6120. 21190.
Trustee
29.
Description and Value Land BIdg.
Jones, Eric W. &.
Louise B. (Vet)


















Kidd, Coburn B. L
Mary H. (Vet)
Kidder, Paul J. &.
Helen B.
Kimball, Joy &. Paul
W. Jr.

























41 Turnpike Road (S)

































































Korpi, John V. &.
Gertrude C,
Korpi, Leonard F. L
Suzanne C.
Korpi, Robert R.
Korpi, Robert R. &.
Bette A.
Koski, Bruno C. &.
Lena 5. (Vet)
Koski, Bruno W. (E)








Kruse, Raymond W. &.
Deborah D,
Kullgren, Howard B.
L Barbara A. (V)
Labier, Ronald J, &.
Margaret L.
Laboe, Jerome M. &.
Mary Joan
Labonte, Albert J„





109 Webster Street (5)
122 Webster Street (S)
Gilmore Pond Road












Wain Street J C
Harkness Road (S)





21 Pinecrest Road (5)
93 Prospect Street (5)
Gilmore Pond Road
94 Squantum Road (S)




















































LaBrie, Philip R. &
Jeanne L.
LaCroix, Philip M.
LaFleur, Ernile J. Ji
L Vera E.








L Dorothy A. L
Marie T. Hunt
LaFreniere, John E.
L Dorothy A. L
John A. Sr.(V)
LaFreniere, Joseph
A. 8. Jean M.
Lakovitch, Joseph B
&. Lucianne B.























































































75 Highland Avenue (S) 1470. 12210.






























Gilmore Pond Road 110 7490. 11550.
Lambert, Yvonne J. 137 Turnpike Road (S) 1020. 4660.
Lamothe, Olive M, Off Main Street 20 400.
Lamoureux, Dennis E
&. Nancy J.
Squantum Road 1320. 8770.
Lane, Edward L. Old Peterboro Road 6 3550. 5560.
Lang, Charles F, Adams Street 670. 6130.
Langevin, Louis A.
(Vet)




Gilmore Pond Road (5) 900. 11190=




Hillcrest Court (S) 1400. 16440.
LaPlant, Clyde H. &.
Harriet D.(V)
102 Stratton Road (S) 5180. 10540
LaPlante, Joseph A.
&. Drise B.(E)
Oak Street (S) 2520
LaPlante, Rosanna
M. (E)
13 Parent Street (5) 1220. 8220
Lawn, David W. &.
Barbara L.(V)
106 Old Peterboro Rd. (S) 2410. 9790
Lawn, Robert A. &.
Anna H.
Squantum Road (5) 980. 9580
Leach, Paul A. &,
Lucy P.
Meeting House i 1950. 11540










Description and Value Land BIdg.
Lecuyer, Marie 5,
(Vet)
Lee, John 5. S. Jane
























J. &. Hattie R.
Letourneau, Charles











F^ & Ma r.iorie (V!
Off Turnpike Road
Off Pierces Crossing Road
Frost Pond









97 North Street (S)
17 Charlonne Street (S)





32 Goodnow Street (5)
57-59 North Street (5)
360 Main Street (S)
Old Peterboro Road
91 North Street (S)
161 Peterboro Street (S)
















































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Letourneau, Richard Off Peterboro Road 21 710. 15450.
Letourneau, Thomas
E. L Margaret L.
Prospect Street 1810. 8020.
Levesque, Alphonse 123 Peterboro Street (S) 1870. 8550.
Lindquist, Frank D.
&. Dinah E.
Harkness Road 103 6020. 18370.
Livingston, Mabelle Forest Park 6390.
Lobacki, Edward J.
&. Barbara G.
Thorndike Pond 10720. 10300.
Locke, David &. Carol Off Sanders Road 12 70.






Long, John H. Jr. &. Meeting House Road 2650. 17870.
Jean M.
Lortie, Lionel M. S^
Rita M. (Vet)
170 Stratton Road (S) 890. 11840.
Lowe, Russell B. Jr Ingalls Road 18 180.












5 Burrington Court (5) 1280. 17940.
Lyle, Cornelius R <,
II &. Geraldine T
(Vet)
Parsons Lane 2 6030. 24770.
Lynch, Flavel D. &.
rlary H. (Vet)
95 Highland Avenue (5) 60 5020. 9960o
Lynch, Olive 56 River Street 740. 9360.








I'iacDonald, Ora M.(E] 93 Stratton Road (S) 880. 8070.
[iacKenzie, Harry E.
&. Imogene 0. (V)
Squantum Road 1270. 14390.






McCloskey, Mary F. Mountain Road 11 1960. 9650.
l-icDonough, Alice 9 St. Jean Street (S) 2540. 6120.
35.
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
McFadden , Richard H
&. Barbara J.
27 Grove Street (S) 1030. 8810.
McGinnis, Willard E
Jr. ,L Phyllis F.
(Vet)
Old Fitzwilliam Road 3 1400. 15470.
McGinnis, Willard E
& Victoria B. (V)
160 Main Street (S) 2080. 1B860.
McKenzie, Alma Forest Park 3810.
McKeon, Newton F. &.
Mary M.
Thorndike Pond 3 6390. 2920.













McNear, 5ally A. 9 Dionne Street (5) 700. 5330.
McNeil, Mary C. Forest Park 4130.
McPhie, Maurice J. 228 Stratton Road (S) 1490. 9310.







Mci^ueen, James T. &.
Eleanor D. (Vet)
Bryant Road 10 4000. 13130.
Mackey, Arthur J. 8.
Olivette
Squantum Road 1880. 11220.
Maes, John L. 8. Maiy Pierces Crossing Road 16 3740.
Magoun, Theodore R. Thorndike Pond 5 13220. 10530.
Major, Gladys M. 94 Stratton Road (5) 910. 12400.






Maki, Alex J. L June Old Dublin Road 3 1150. 8410.
Maki, Arthur P. L
Eleanor I. (Vet)
South Hill Road 15 3770. 15120.
Malboeuf, Richard J
&. Mildred M.
Proctor Road 5i 1800.
Maniscalchi, Jerry
C, &. Claire B.
(Vet)
114 River Street (S) 1330. 7720.








Marceau, Paul A. L
Bernadette T.
Marro, Frank H. Jr.,









Martin, Gerald J. L
Sandra L. (Vet)
Martin, Henry A. &.
Hazel V. (Vet)
Martin, Keith W. &.
Beverly A.
Martin, L.W. &. V.E.
Martin, Leonard A.
&. Ellen
Martin, Paul E. (Vet)
Martin, Paul L. &.
Christine A.
Martin, Peter P.






Maybury, James Fo &.
Marie L.










































































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
("lei, F. 8. Co. 38 Stratton Road 970. 3810.
Mei, Julio 11 Union Street 400. 5120.

















Mercer, Robert A. &.
Helen M.
South Hill Road 5 2600. 15050.
Mercier, Frederick
F. L Ruby A.
Squantum Road 2270. 11050.
Mercier, Robert F.
&. Elaine M.





L Ida L. (Vet)
13 Webster Street (S) 2130. 12860.
Merriam, Wheeler G.
L Erica (Vet)
Harkness Road 2 8090. 25570.
Merrill, Alfred A.
&. Nellie B. (Vet)
Gibbs Road 1560. 8780.
Merrill, David B. &.
Ilga D.
Sanders Road 5 430.
Merrill, John L. &.
Alice M.
Mountain Road 81 1840.
Meyers, Alice L. Main Street JC (S) 2900. 12230.
Millar, Frederick W.
&. Dick M. Millar
Trotting Park 2200. 1470.
Millard, D. Glyn L
Phyllis K.
Thorndike Pond Road (5) 3960. 20030.
Miller, Albert C. Jr
L Marion E. (Vet)
Main Street 3980. 8570.
Miller, Glen T. Paradise Lane 1000.
Miller, Gordon T. L
Carol J.
Old Peterboro Road 4 + 2230. 17440.
Miller, Terry L
Diana H.
Prospect Street (S) 2210. 13150.
Mills, Lucretia 5.
(Vet)
Parsons Lane JC (5) 6000. 15720.
Mitchell, Patricia H Hillcrest Court (5) 1080. 19370.
Mobil Oil Corp. 22 Main Street (5) 11550. 14690,
Moqe, Roqer &. Arleng Forest Park 6230.
38.
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
lionadnock Christian Dublin Road 54 3810.
Conference Ctr.
Honadnock Ins. Agcy. Goodnow Street (5) 4500. 32650.
Monadnock National Goodnow Street (S) 10150. 75100.
&. Mond. Savings
Monadnock Recreatior Thorndike Pond 4200. 100.
Area Dublin Road 170 12000. 47750.
Honell, Judith M. Mountain Road 4i 2560. 13540.
Moore, Claire C.(V) 130 Main Street (S) 1560. 14330.
Moore, John H. &. Howard Hill Road (S) 11 3260. 8050.
Arlene A. Highland Circle 1150. 18420.
Moore, MacDonald D. Old Peterboro Road 201 1430. 9450.
Moore, Raymond A. L Moore Pike 10 1000.
Nancy H. II II 7300. 30750.
Moore, Raymond A. 31 Blake Street (S) 9320. 18580.
Moore, William C. &. 14 Wheeler Street (S) 1460. 13090.
Dora D. (Vet)
Moore, Wilbur G. L Lehtinen Road 2 1060. 16030.
Olive D. II II 360.
Monroe, Kenneth E. Lake Contoocook 7 2150. 5200.
L Frances
Monroe, Frances Lake Contoocook 2 3930. 11150.
Morgan, John J. (Vet] 181 River Street (S) 1980.
Fitzwilliam Road 43 6330. 20240.
Old Fitzwilliam Road 9 2890.
Fitzwilliam Road 2i 2320.
211 Peterboro Street (S) 960. 27740.
Fitzwilliam Road 190 8380. 190.
Morgan, John J. &. Old Fitzwilliam Road 12 3010.
Joseph 0. II II II 106 6730.
Morgan, John J. L Main Street JC 1 2670. 15160.
Robert L.
Morgan, Hugh Heirs Old Fitzwilliam Road 6 2280.
Morin, Albert J. L Forest Park 6420.
Margaret B. (V-2)
Morin, Lydia D. Est, 104 Webster Street (5) 420. 6520.
Morin, Marguerite Erin Lane 2950. 17210.
M.E. (Vet)
Morse, Milton I. 8. Gilmore Pond 3 9100. 17160.
Mildred D. Main Street 5 3800.
Morse, Mildred D. Gilmore Pond Road 245 6450.
39.
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
cont'd






Morton, John E. &.
Celeste C.
16 Baldwin Court (S) 500. 7900.
Motuzas, Joseph &.
Evelyn V. (Vet)
Emery Road 450. 4770.
Hotuzas, Robert J.
L Patricia M.
36 Pine Street (S) 1200. 5640.
Murphy, David J. 8. Turner Road 6 1300. 350.
Marcia H.
Murphy, Donald E. 8. 27 Charlonne Street (S) 2430. 12610.
Janice C.
Murray, Frank B. &c
Hazel B. (E)
Old Sharon Road 10 3040. 6010.
Murrin, Donald E. &.
Jeanette
23 Old Peterboro Road (S) 1020. 12580.
Nashua Trust Co. Thorndike Pond Road 5 1680. 18100.
Mason, Ronald B. & 61 Turnpike Road (S) 960. 15600.
Marie





Newbegin, Katherine Thorndike Pond Road 5420. 18780.
N.E. Forestry Found- • Old County Road 69 690.
ation Inc.
N.E. Telephone Co. 43 River Street (5) 3640. 14700.
N.H. Acres Inc. Turner Road 30 300.
N.H. Ball Bearings Airpark 10920.
Inc.
Nickles, Henry P. &
Dolores E.
Sanders Road 19 1110.
Nicalazzo, Bruno J.
L Marie T.
Sanders Road IB 1800.

















Niemela, Alvah W. Lacy Road lir 1700. 16750.
Niemela, Sanfrid E.
L Marlene R.
59 River Street (S) 2070. 8000.
Niemela, Waino F. &.
Gwendolyn (Vet)





















Ojala, Jack W. &.
Francine 5,
Ojala, R. John L
Linda R.
Ojala, Robert W.
O'Leary, John A. &.
Margaret
O'Neil, David B. L
Estelle 5. (Vet)
O'Neil, Hubert 5. &.
Laura H. (Vet)
O'Neil, Maude E. (E)
Ottman, Ronald A. &.
Joanne A. (Vet2)
Ouellette, Adrien D
&. Alice F. (Vet)
Ouellette, Charles






































































































8. Arline E. (Vet)
2 Grove Street (5) 860. 4110.
Ouellette, Richard
A. L Linda M.
240 Stratton Road (5) 1760. 13090.
Ouellette, Robert E
L Gladys M.
Squantum Road (5) 1490. 4620.
Ouellette, Terry A.
&. Judy L.
45 Squantum Road (S) 2610. 9230.
Page, Thomas i"). &.
Jean B.




9 Blake Street (5) 1700. 19270.
Paquette, Philip C.
L Sandra Lee (V)
Hadley Road 650. 10460.
Paquin, Jerry W.(\/) River Street 900. 6220.
Paradise, Alfred B.
&. Margaret E.
River Street 780. 4110.
Paradise, Dorothy E 17 Spruce Street (S) 900. 5830.
Pare, Leandre &,
Rollande M.








Parker, Mrs. John H







Parker, Lester W. Old Peterboro Road 2190. 8880.
Parker, Thomas F. &,
June E.
Lincoln's Corner Road 8 2930.
Parlmont Realty Trt Turnpike Road (S) 6980. 72650.
Parry, 5usan F. Thorndike Pond Road 7290. 4380.
Partridge, Larry 5.
8c Joy N.
Prospect Street (5) 2020. 13850.
Patterson, Carl R.
&. Diane E. (Vet)
Squantum Road 13 1190. 13240.
Patterson, George A
&. Eva L. (E)




Paxton, Elizabeth M Gilmore Pond Road











Pazeretsky, Joseph C Off Main Street 15 330. 500.
Peard, John M. L 119 Old Peterboro Road 4i 2620. 16040.
Lauren A.
Peard, Norman J. L Forest Park (S) 3860.
Edith A. " " (5) 4120.
ti II (S) 4480.
II II (5) 3420.
It II (S) 50 29310.
Old Peterboro Road 970. 18040.
205 Peterboro Street (S) 2590. 16760.
80 Main Street (S) 4620. 10620.
31 River Street (S) 8120. 23650.
Old Sharon Road 2 650.
Pearson, Charles C. Michigan Road 1 9650. 8040.
L Edith
Pelchat, Anthony L. 21 Grove Street (S) 1030. 7680.
&. Jeanne H, (Vet)
Pelkey, Clifford A. Prospect Street (S) 1580. 15150.
Pelkey, Lena R. 17 Grove Street (5) 1030. 6920.
Pelletier, Arthe- 97-99 Peterboro Street (S) 3330. 15730.
mise
Pelletier, August J, Howard Hill Road 1810. 12800.
&. Eleanor B.
Pelletier, Lucien J 35 Highland Avenue (S) 580. 11660.
&. Edna H. (Vet)
Pereira, George A. Gilmore Pond Road 700. 3150.
S. Lee B.
Perkins, Frederick Squantum Road (S) 980. 9170.
G, S. Margaret C.




43 Peterboro Street (S) 4250. 19170.
Perry, Lenna W. Squantum Road 1260. 10690.
Perry, Lois A. (E) Squantum Road 1370. 6790.
Peters, George, Heir Old Peterboro Road 1650. 6330.
Petruno, Donald M. Letourneau Drive 2790. 18180.
8. Angela W.
Pettegrew, Robert &. Main Street JC (S) 5 9050. 19130.
Hope H.
Petts, Harold D. &. Howard Hill Road 1870. 9050.
Rsgina C. (E)
Phelps, Warren J. &. 48 Lawrence Street (S) 1630. 8080.
Helen M.(Vet)
43.
NAME Description and Value 01
<
LAND BLDG.
Pibus, Harold L. L
Barbara M.
Bryant Road 24 1980. 4100.
Pickford, Richard E
L Patricia A.
101 Squantum Road (S) 2490. 1863G.
Pierce, Dorothy S. Dublin Road 80 3430. 31430.
Pilewicz, Stanley A
L Islina A. (Vet)
Hillcrest Road (S) 1930. 13920.
Pillsbury, Roland W
&. Stella A, (Vet)
33 Turnpike Road (5) 1900. 10520.
Pineault, Theodore
G. 8. Alice L. (V)
129 North Street (S) 1380. 12750.













Erin Lane 2030. 15200.
Piwowarczyk, Sandra River Street 1260. 13510.
Plouffe, James J. &.
Bonita L. (Vet)
Kevin Lane 1840. 11830.
Pobieglo, Ronald A.
L Susan K.
Turner Road 12 370.
Poegel, IVerner (Vet) Hillcrest Court (S) 1290. 16630.
Polosky, Jon C. &.
Sonja V,
Burrington Street (S) 1290. 14990.
Pomponio, Albert J.
L Vera M.(Vet)
93 Stratton Road (S) 1110. 13550.
Pomponio, Shirley A Rindge Road 29 3080. 8570.
Poole, John W. L
Belle fl.
Harkness Road (S) 2 2760. 26560.




Thorndike Pond 12920. 9040.
Pratt, Ernest J.
Heirs of (Vet)
171 Peterboro Street (5) 1770. 12900.
Pratt, Phyllis M. Baldwin Road 6 4100. 27268.
Pratt, J. Walter &,
June E. (Vet)
Pierces Crossing Road 42 5260. 18800.
Prescott, Ruth E. L
Wellington C. (V)
Kevin Lane 1450. 13750.
Press, Fred L Alice Hadley Road 25 4690. 23790.
44.



















Hillcrest Court (S) 1820. 1410G.
Proctor, Donald E.
L Barbara K.
Main Street JC (5) H 5250. 21440.







Properties Inc. Sawtelle Road B 1940.
Proulx, Dorothy 5.
(Vet)
141 Old Peterboro Road 5 3220. 11080.
Proulx, Louise T.(V) 164 Old Peterboro Road 1000. 7710.
Quinlan, Francis X. Goodnow Street (S) 1450. 13100.
Quinlan, Virginia C.
(Vet)
Bryant Road 5 7850. 34150.
Quinn, Howard P. &.
Helen V.
Main Street 750.
Quinn, John J. L
Olive M. (Vet)






Contoocook Road 650. 16270.
Rabidou, Harry L. 8.
Raima J.
Contoocook Road 750. 5270.






Rabidou, Kenneth M. Contoocook Road 21 2140. 2110.
Rabidou, Richard &.
Mary Ann
Contoocook Road 300. 1620.








117 Webster Street (S) 1940. 4690.
Read, Edward M. &.
Caroline F.
Main Street JC (S) 1^/3 2090. 9790.
Record, Ernest A. &.
Nell B.(Vet-2)
Gilmore Pond Road (S) 1540. 16450.
45.
NAME Description and Value 0)
<
LAMD BLDG.
Record, Ronald W. L
Dorothy P.
102 Peterboro Street (S) 2060. 11720.
Record, James F. L
Nancy (Vet)
Kevin Lane 1850. 11550.
Record, Lewis S. Jr
S. Ann ;-i. (Vet)
Coolidge Street (S) 1060. 17310.
Record, Raymond H.
L Bertha !-i.
10 Tyler Hill Road 1260. 13830.
Record, Robert G. L
Lena l-l. (Vet)
Gilmore Pond Road (S) 1290. 14000.
Reed, Charlotte W.
(Vet)
Gilmore Pond 2 6500. 30460.
Reed, Frank L Pris-
cilla (Vet-2)
79 Charlonne Street (5) 2420. 12810.
Reed, Peter W. Mountain Road 6 1520. 4080.
Reed, Richard W. &.
Rose M.
Prospect Street 1830. 10660.
Rekas, Ronald P. Old County Road 4 240.
Renaud, Alfred A. 8.
Carol L.(Vet)
119 Squantum Road (S) 1700, 13580.








131 Stratton Road (S) 2400. 15750.
Rene, Joseph S- Maris 22 Spruce Street (5) 960. 8440.
Reynard, Benjamin &. Forest Park 4520.
Irene









Rich, Lillian M. 108 Webster Street (S) 900. 9960.
Rich, Ronald M. &.
Patricia A. (V)
Damon Lane 1410. 4960.
Richardson, Fred-
erick S,
Off Fitzwilliam Road 62 3980. 15960.
Richtmyer, Gladys E Contoocook Ave. 1560.
Rivard, Arthur H. &,
Rose iM. (Vet)
Skyline Drive 1590, 17530.
Rivard, Deanna J. &.
Kevin P.
Letourneau Drive 1730, 14850.
Rivard, Peter A, &.
Margaret P. (V)
Old Peterboro Road 2500, 10430.
46.
NAME Description and Value
<
LAND BLDG.
Roberts, Mary R. &.
James W. (E)
Howard Hill Road 830. 7380.
Robichaud, Aurore
(Vet) (E)
99 Charlonne Street (S) 1200. 9160.
Robichaud, Edmund E
&. Bertha H.
Squantum Road (S) 1590. 12710.
Robichaud, Eugene 0. 128 Old Peterboro Road 1150. 9810.
&. Frances M.
Robidoux, Exelie E. 72-74 Oak Street (5) 1730. 12730.
Robichaud, John B.
(E)
54 Old Peterboro Road (S) 1020. 11800.
Robinson, Albert P.
&. Germaine E. { V )
49 Oak Street (S) 1610. 9l60o
Robinson, Herbert A.
So Marion H. (Vet)
Aetna Street (S) 1660. 13540.
Rodier, Robert 0. (V) Squantum Road (5) 3120.
Rollins, Arthur H.
&. Evelyn J.
IB Juniper Street 890. 4280.
Rondina, Alice E.
Estate of
Mountain Road 8 2850. 18700.







River Street 2180. 15010.
Roy, Neil E. &. Velma 88 Webster Street (S) 1030. 15670.








Roy, Rene L. L Olive 179 Peterboro Street 1550. 11390.
Roy, Robert P. &.
Adrienne P. (Vet)
88 Highland Ave. (S) 2 1980. 17030.
Roy, Roland 0. S.
Mildrsth G.
144 Main Street (5) 3750. 14030.





















Royce, H. Charles Jr






Royce, Harold C. L
Mary 5. (E)
Old Fitzwilliam Road 12 1620. 5110.
47,
NAME Description and Value LAND BLDG,
Royce, Harold C. WmJ Old Fitzwilliam Road
C. Jr. , Amy R.
Parent L Hilda
Ross
Royce, Kent M. &.
Betty J.
Squantum Road
Royce, [-iarie L. Heii Old Fitzwilliam Road
Royce, William C. &.
Judith M. (Vet)
Royce, William C. Ji
&. Irma
Ruffle, Evelyn H.







Ryan, Francis W, &.
Ruth E.




H. &. Miriam E.
St. Pierre, Joanne
H. (Vet)
St. Pierre, Leda M.
Sakkinen, Sadie (V)


































































































NAME Description and Value (U
<
LAND BLDG.
Sands, Harold G. &.
Norma J. (Vet)
Dublin Road 90 2050. 23380.
Sands, Anthony T. &.
Evelyn 5.












Sargent, Elon G. Squantum Road 10 2320. 5220.
Sasner, Barry E. &.
Patricia A. (Vet)
Burrington Court (S) 1320. 12700.
Sasner, Edward (Vet) 152 North Street (S) 1300. 10340.
Savard, Wallace V.
(Vet)
Hillcrest Court (S) 1090. 14440.
Saulnier, Katherine Lake Contoocook 2 8150. 4240.
Saveall, Norman A.
8. Lena A. (Vet)
Squantum Road (S) 1920. 11880.
Saville, Bertie Si-
Linda










Sawtelle Road U 2020. 18950.
Sawtelle, Homer J. 292 Main Street (S) 3 1740. 4340.





















Sawyer, Lee A. &,
Judith E.
Pierce Crossing Road






Sawyer, Betty E. Turnpike Road
II II







Sawyer, Emma E. 9 V.'heeler Street (S) 1570. 13770.


























H H 13 4280.
49.
NAME Description and Value
<
LAND BLDG.
Sawyer, Jeremy J. Old Sharon Road 72 720.
Sawyer, Perry Hale Witt Hill Road 8 1260.
Sawyer, Shirley, P. Gilmore Pond Road (S) 760. 9600.
Scannell, Joseph Trotting Park 7480. 5840.
Scenic State Oil Inc. 85-87 Peterboro Street (5) 3940. 12760.
Scerbinski, Gregory 36 Highland Ave. (5) 2310. 7900.
V. 8. Linda l-i
.
Schaffner, FredericP 51 Prospect Street (S) 3090. 13890.
S. L Harriet (V)
Schlotter, Catherine Proctor Road 20 4380. 15900.
Schmaltz, Eunice D. Squantum Road 990.
46 School Street (S) 860. 9720.
Main Street JC 12 4980.
75 Stratton Road (S) 4450. 12030.
16 Howard Hill Road (5) 1930. 10280.
53 School Street (5) 1230. 9410.
Frost Pond 203 2650.
Howard Hill Road 19 8210 15050.
Schmucki, George F. Gilmore Pond Road 10120. 13280.
&. Phyllis R. &.
Beatrice S. &.
Culver Modisette
Schofield, Herberts Thorndike Pond li 7580. 14570.
Schofield, William H Thorndike Pond 9560. 17160.
(Vet)
Scholl, Patricia C. Thorndike Pond 5180. 10230.
&. Ruth L. Conway
Scott, Roger H. L Parker Road 48 3210. 15400.
Stella Bo II II 138 3290.
Sebastian, Raymond Rear 64 River Street 500. 6780.
U. Jr. , L Arlene
F.
River Street 600. 4380.
Sencabaugh, Rita C, Forest Park 6810.
Milton &. John
Shattuck, Daniel C. Dublin Road 5 + 5000. 17360.
L Marjorie K. M II 1640.
Shattuck, Daniel C. Old Fitzwilliam Road 40 1750.
Jr. , &. Travis A. II II II 86 7240. 17270.
Shattuck, David K. Mountain Road 1 840. 8880.
L Dorothy J.
Shea, Daniel &. Doris 22 Ellison Street (S) 1310. 13860.
(Vet)
50.
NAME Description and Value LAND








Sholl, Donald H. S.
Calvin K.









&. Alice D. (Vet)
Sirois, George A. &,
Jeanne S. (Vet)
Sirois, Louis J. &.
Irene R. (Vet)










&. Amanda i-'i. (Vet













































































NAME Description and Value 01
<
LAND BLDG.
Smith, John H. L Squantum Road 890. 14250.
Weltha B. II II 2 1420. 3090.
5mith, liadelene C. Gilmore Pond Road (S) 3020. 14310.
(Vet) Old County Road 5 210.
Hadley Road 36 720.
Smith, Rita J. 72 Squantum Road (S) 3410. 10730.
Smith, Robert F. L Gilmore Pond Road 1310. 12070,
i^^arsha L. (Vet)
Smith, Roger R. & Cutter Hill Road 21. 3500. 22230.
Florence P. Harkness Road 1 3500.
Smith, Russell T. Fitzwilliam Road 6920. 13330.
Old Fitzwilliam Road 216 2385.
Smith, VJilliam F. Howard Hill Road (S) 2810. 12320.





Smith, Winfield M. 16 Mark Street (5) 350. 4140.
8. Muriel V.
Snelling, Eleanor Gap Mountain Road 77 2580. 9040.
Snitko, Theodore J. 14 Pine Street (S) 750. 7750.
&. Margaret R. (V)
Society for the Off Mountain Road 20 2180.
Protection of Old Milliken Road 1440.
N.H. Forests Old County Road 10 820.
Woodbury Hill Road 167 1670.
Shaker Farm Road 45 450.
Sorel, Franklin K. Adams Street 880. 14500.
L Bette D. (Vet)
Spano, V. Thomas &. Off Fitzwilliam Road 1+ 400. 2570.
Dorene T.
Speeney, Dominic C. Lincolns Corner Road 900. 14370.
&. Elizabeth
Standish, George C. 42 Goodnow Street (S) 430. 7360.
Stanton, Jean H. Lake Contoocook 5140. 3970.
Stefanski, Joseph F Gibbs Road li 940. 15990.
&. JoAnn R. (Vet)
Sterling, F.W. S. Harkness Road (S) 4590. 34120.
Elizabeth G. (Vet 85 Turnpike Road (S) 2250. 14620.
Sterling, Kevin F. 93 River Street (S) 1880. 11170.
&. Nancy (Vet)
Sternhardt, Irmgard Bryant Road 1 1220. 4730.
Stevens, Martin H. Proctor Road 10 4660. 14660.
&. Anne
52.
NAME Description and Value J)
<
LAND BLDG.
Stevenson, Anna L. Peterboro Road 8 1550.
Stevenson, Pauline Lake Contoocook 6800. 5100.
Stevenson, Kenneth
D. L Edith E.
Lincolns Corner Road 7 2720.







Stewart, Marion W. Squantum Road 4i 1550. 11550.
Stewart, Paul L. L
Dorothy A. (Vet)
222 Stratton Road (5) 1240. 9530.
Stewart, William H. Squantum Road 25 5950.
Stewart, William H.
&. Marion W.
214 Stratton Road 2i 5950. 13280.
Stewart, Donald B.
&. Sandra M.
Hunt Road 4 2140. 14200.
Stillman, Mary B. Peabody Hill Road 4i 1100. 5680.
Stockdale, Edgar T.
L Emma M.
154 North Street (S) 1300. 7090.
Stone, Richard T. &.
Ann P.
Hillcrest Road (S) 2200. 11800.
Stone, Roy G, &.
Nancy A.
Mountain Road 3 2490. 8620.
Stowell, Joseph M. Shaker Farm Road 235 4370. 1760.
Stranch, Frank J. &.
Betty A.
















1 North Lot Road 670. 11970.
Stratton, Robert T. 3-5 Stratton Court 2770. 24900.
Stratton, Samuel N. Squantum Road 1260. 9260.











Sanders Road 4 700.
53.
NAME Description and Value
<
LAND BLQG.
Sullivan, Amy L. 67 Stratton Road (S) 2000. 12230.















Sweeney, Norman J. &
Patricia A.
Adams Street 960. 4410„
Sweeney, Norman J. Adams Street 2480.
Swingle, Paul Jr.,&.
Patricia Z.
Fitzwilliam Road 4 2260. 18830.
Switter, Stella S. Off Rindge Road H 20.
Switter, Donald J, Off Rindge Road 68 3230.
Sydoriak, Richard &.
Francis J. (Vet)
Skyline Drive li 1820. 16400.






Tabor, Walter J. &.
Yvonne M. (Vet)
231 Peterboro Street (S) 3030. 18050.
Taft, Howland G. Lake Contoocook 8890 7100.
Taft, Theodore B. Lake Contoocook 5350. 1850.
Tailby, Katherine A.
Heirs of
Parsons Lane (S) 7100. 19700.
Taylor, Adolphus J.
.
S. Marie L. (E)
56 Oak Street (S) 1200. 7230.
Taylor, Alphonse J. 158 Stratton Road (S) 2700. 11430.
Taylor, Charles H. &
Fidelia L. (Vet)
Off Dublin Road 120 7270. 18030.
Taylor, Charles J &.
Mary Rita (Vet)







Taylor, Edward J. 8.
Lillian M. (Vet)
Howard Hill Road (S) 1600. 13810.
Taylor, Louis J. &.
Helen M. (Vet)
Mountain Road 3 2430. 9160.
Taylor, Melvin A. L
Marion A. (Vet)
Rindge Road 5 2890. 7440.
Taylor, Rene J. &.
MarniiPTitR V,(V)
10 Grove Street (S) 690. 6690.
54.
NAME Description and Value
<
LAND BLDG.
Taylor, Ronald L. L
Gloria J.
22 Pine Street (S) 940. 11680.
Taylor, Waty A. Squantum Road 3510. 6410.
Taylor, William 5. Sanders Road 67 1580.
Therrien, Roger L.
&, Doris A.
Rindge Road 4^/3 2150. 9020.
Thiboutotte, Mabel 21 Pine Street (S) 1010. 9750.
Thoin, Roland F. L
Lena A. (Vet)
Nutting Read 1 1800. 22960.
Thomas, John G. &.
Joan L. (Vet)
50 Oak Street (S) 1070. 7980.
Thorndike Club Thorndike Pond 12060. 17800.
Thorndike Pond Assoc Thorndike Flowage Right s 3000.
Thrasher, Frank A.
L Marsha E.



















Tolman, Odella R. &.
Marie L. (Vet)
26 Oak Street (S) 1430. 11380.
Toppan, Frederic W. Blackberry Lane 17 9500. 28100.










Torrey, William W. Mountain Road
II II 10 100.
2510.





River Street 1360. 3960.
Tremblay, Louis C.
&. Dorothy H. (V)
26 Peterboro Street (S) 500. 6750.

















NAME Description and Value
<
LAND BLDG.






















Troy Mills Inc. Mountain Road 31 100.
Troy Water Works Mountain Road 161 5380.
Tullis, James L. L Sawtelle Road 12 2400.
Harjorie W.
Tuttle, Beulah 5. 67 Turnpike Road (5) 1960. 12140.
Tyler, John L. L
Sharon G.
Pinecrest Road (S) 750. 12400.
Tweed, Katherine W. Thorndike Pond 7 1960.










ome &. Dorothy H.
Gilmore Pond
Old Fitzwilliam Road








Vorce, Alfred C. Jr
James iM. S. Shirl
ey R.
173 Stratton Road (S) 3010. 25460.
Vorce, James N. &L.
Shirley R. (Vet)
36 Peterboro Street (S) IO2O0 7,100.
Vaitiskis, Charles
F. &. Joyce B.
Sanders Road 7 420.
Valenti, Dennis &. Sanders Road 14 1570.
Maureen
Van Blarcom, Edward










Van IMess, Patricia Gilmore Pond Road 18 3250. 5790.
Varville, Roger Old Sharon Road 230.
Varville, Patrick J
(Vet)
13 Pine Street (S) 1530. 10730.
Vinal, Justin R. 17 Prospect Street (5) 1580. 15260.













&. Clarissa A. (V)












Webber, Andrew L. &,
Patricia J.






Wells, Stephen R. &.
Bonnie L. (Vet)
West, Donald W. L
Jane M.
Wetherbee, Kenneth
B. Jr. ,So Gloria
M. (Vet)















































































































Mountain Road 2i 2620. 13960.
Whitcomb, Roger L.
&, Debra T. L Johr
E. &. Brenda Milex,
Thorndike Pond 10790. 3900.
Whitcomb, James E.
&, Jennie A.
Mountain Road 98 87C.
Vyhite, George A. &.
Verna L. (Vet)
161 River Street (S) 1330. 11110.
White, Elinor E. Mark Street (S) 360.
White, John A. &.
Janet
Gilmore Pond Road 950. 13390.






White, Russell A. &.
Cecile D.(Vet)
189 North Street (5) 1500. 7180.
Whitehead, Beatrice
J. S. Francis L.
LaFreniere (Vet)






















Squantum Road (5) 1050. 11900.














Thorndike Pond 6050. 960.
Wilcox, Clarke L.
(Vet)
11 Charlonne Street (S) 1220. 16960.
Wild, Catherine Main Street JC 2 8700, 25500.
Wilder, Tracy P. &. Howard Hill Road (5) 2450. 14410.
Mary G.
VJilliams, Howard 0. 23 Oak Street (5) 1720. 14240.
58.
NAME Description and Value
<
LAND BLDG.
Willis, George A. &.
Victoria C. (Vet)




















Wise, Cathleen H. Proctor Road 10 3150. 7850.
IVilson, Richard H.,
N. Pauline L Mrs
Vaughn K. Mann
Lake Contoocook 3370. 3420.










VJoodbound Inn, Inc. Lake Contoocook 1940.
Vyoodward, Barclay J , 59 School Street (5) 2400. 7580.
Vi/ooster, Wallace B.
&. Blanche D. (V)
Squantum Road 1510. 9610.








Wright, Emily D. Harkness Road 4 2150. 15110.
Wright, Frank V. Bryant Road 12 2000.
Wright, Harry E. &.
Cora B. (E)
314 Main Street (S) 1280. 10580.
Wright, Walter L. &,
Donna L.
Gilmore Pond Road^^ 840. 10530.
Yardley, Lydia Forest Park 5190.
Young, Hae C. Sanders Road 28 860.
Young, Herrilyn R. 21 Forcier Way 1900. 3890.
Young, Tobia M. Jaquith Road 20 1600. 14990.
Zatowski, Thomas J.
(Vet)
44 Ellison Street (S) 3030. 12310.
Zerinsky, Robert Lake Contoocook 4180. 13970.
Zemon, Peter I'i. Mountain Road 8 14 40.
Zerbel, Marjorie Forest Park 4040.
59,




Public Service Co. Utility Operating Plant 857551.
of N.H. [iountain Road 1000.
l-iain Street 8 5100.
II II 10 3000.
INDUSTRIALS
Barker Engineering Squantum Road 2 1750. 38880.
Corp.
Bean, D.D. L Sons Peterboro Street (5) 12470. 168950.
Company 59 Peterboro Street (S) 2400. 8780.
Bean Fiberglass Co, Union Street 6 3060. 37100.
Inc.
Bean, D.D. Develop- 52-54 North Street 1530.
ment Corp. 41 Main Street (5) 8800. 44200.
Cross, Vy.VJ. &. Co. 77 Webster Street (5) 7730. 381750.
Inc.
Houston, David J. L Hadley Road 530. 16080.
Patricia J.
Jaffrey Vioven Label Off Peterboro Street 1050. 8220.
King Manufacturing Squantum Road 1060. 92520.
Co.
Johansson, K. Sales Webster Street 2430. 12250.
&. Service Inc.
Hillipore Corp. Prescott Road 19 16810. 481540.
Monadnock Forest Squantum Road 11 6080. 75060.
Products Inc.





II II 10 4730.
Knight Road 1 2310.
TRAILERS
Anderson, Loring Monadnock Rec. Area 950.
Bennett, Bruce " " " 1490.
Berger, Philip II II II 1755.
Blumenthal, Ray II II II 1090.
Broder, Arthur II II II 960.
Carlberg, M a g n u s A
.
II II II 1430.
Caughlin, Richard P. II II II 1020.
Cznarniak, Edward II II II 1080.
Dupuis, William II II II 680.
Grass, Benjamin II II II 1000.
Hicks, Walter II II II 1160.
Hird, John II II II 1280.
Hosking, Robert II M II 730.
Langton, Francis J. Emerald Acres 640.
Ledaux, Richard ['lonadnock Rec. Area 1540.
Maille, Richard Emerald Acres 1760.
Perkins, James Monadnock Rec. Area 880.
Segalla, Philip II II II 1580.
Shared. Irving II II II 1550.
60.






































INVOICE OF NATIONAL BANK STOCK
Name No. of Value Total








Indian Head National Bank
Nashua, N.H.
The above is an invoice of the number of Bank Stock
Shares owned by the several inhabitants of the Town of






INVOICE OF RAILROAD SH ARES
Railroad Shares
Boynton, Ralph E. Estate of
Bowers, James J. Estate of
Hart, Mary I.
Stillman, Mary B.
B 8c M Common 1
Fitchburg 2
Fitchburg 1
B 8. M Common 1
B &. M Preferred 14
The above is an invoice of the number of shares owned
by the several inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey in the






SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION;
FOR THE YEAR 1975







Total Valuation before exemptions allowed
Elderly exemptions allowed (60)


























ITEMIZATION OF QUALIFYING CURRENT U5E,
ACREAGES AND ASSESSMENTS.
1. Total of all land valuation improved and unimproved
land (R5A 75:111, before application of current Use
^ g
$ 4,795,^90.00
LAND CATEGORIES NoT of Assessed Current Use
Acres Value Values
RSA 75:1 Chapter 372
Laws of 1973
Permanent Pasture 122.82 $ 12468.00 $ 2880.00
Forage Crops 162.05 26081.00 6185.00
Horticultural Crops - - -
Forest Lands 2206.60 152016.00 $30860.00
Wild Lands - - -
Recreation Lands - - -
Wetlands 130.85 5704.00 905.00
Flood Plains - - -
Inactive farm lands 25.46 12766.00 620.00
Discretionary Easements - - -
TOTALS 2537.76 $209035.00 S4145Q.00
2. Subtract the total of column C from
the total of column B - $1675.85
3. Subtract line 2 from line 1 and
enter the difference here and on
page 2, line 1 of the summary
inventory
.,628,165.00
A. Number of Property owners who applied for current Use
in 1975 and the total aggregate number of acres for




B. Number of Property Owners who were granted current Use
Exemption in 1975 and total number of acres exempted.






Town Office Salaries $22,000.
Town Officers Expenses 8,000.
Election &. Registration Expenses 800.
District Court Expenses 16,750.
Town Buildings 3,500.
Retirement 8. Social Security 17,000.
Blue Cross-Blue Shield 4,400.
Police Department 91,000.
Fire Department 10,000.
Insurance &. Town Officers Bonds 16,000.
Planning Board 500.
ANNUAL REPORT




































Monadnock Christian Nursing Home 13
Monadnock Family Mental &. Health
Service 14
Monadnock Region Association 16
Revenue Sharing Account 15
Revenue Sharing Account










Maintenance of Highway Equipment
















































We, the undersigned Auditors of the Town oF
Jeffrey, New Hampshire, do hereby certify that we have
carefully examined the reports and accounts of the
Selectmen, Town Treasurer, Town Clerk, Trustees of
Trust Funds, Tax Collector, Overseer of Public Welfare,
Chief of Police, Memorial Day Committee, Road Agent,
Treasurer of Water Works, Treasurer of Jeffrey Public
Library, Trustees of Alice W, Poole Fund, Conant
Cemetery Fund, Jeffrey Municipal Airpark and Amos
Fortune Funds, and find them correct in all respects
to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Feb. 21 , 137B
\tU4^ 6-'^- ^^-JL/^
PETER A. RIVARD
Auditors, Town of Jeffrey
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